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JCHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

: Purpose of We Study

The essential philosophy and objective of social work has, been
stated many t-imes as "helping.people to help themAelves."
it is assumed, howeverydisadvantelred he may be at th-e jionen,is his own

,greatest hope for a better future. Responsibilit\y.. is ascribed,ultiWately
to the individual, and with it dig4nity. 1n theol, social workers and
agencies serve as'resources to the individual as he is gUided to realize
and actualrze his-o1,41 abilities and potentialities.

leThe ap between 'philosophy and Practice, espeCially in insti.-

tutiokalize public .kftelfareprograms, haS been documented dany times, the
ideal of "helping people help themselves" remains a basic theme in the
ethos of welfare prcigrams and, agencies in this society. How this can be
aCcomplished, given'the constraints often placed upon public ass1stance
progr'ams and the Multidimensional ,characteristics of the problem of

(
poverty in'Americ ,. is a major.guetion for research and policy. Literally
hundred of new, pecriatproyEcts to encourage econbmic seCf-sufficiency
among recipients oj pdblic wegare 4ve been undeGtaken in this country,
mostly by the federl goverinment, during the past half-century, freciuently, ,

on a demonsteAtion basis. In a very general sense, these projects have
--been based uPon implicit assumptions about the fundamental ways in 41ich

the poor a're dferent from other members of the society and about yfJays
in which these di ferences mightYbe'lessened.

.,

Reflecting t is dialogue of assumptions is the current debate,Over
1.411ether.the poor are "gualitatively" or."guantitatively" different from'
the re.st of tHe society. The difference is of'more.than,.academic interei
as the orientation that one takes in the allocation of funds for welTare
programs can,often hinge on the position taken on'this issue. Hf it is

a'ssumed that the difficultjes of the poor, dependent familie5 are the
result of 14alitatiye differences," inv'esthent should be in such pro-
grams as vOcational rehabi'titation and occupational trairang. yhat,must .

be altered is the culture rat)her than merely the condition of poVerty.
Conversely, if it is'assumed that the manifested difficulties are the,
result of."quantitative" diTferentes, what is needed is a program to
raise in.6'Ome levels.1 A middle,road is also poss4ble. It may be that

f

.4

1.:, For background.of ehis dialogue see H. F. Icaufm0,'K.,P,
,

WilkiritoN and L. W. Cole, Poverty Programs and Social Mobility, Social
_Sciene. Research Center, Report 13'Mississippi,State University,
September 1966: For4more recent treatments, see Commiitee for Economio
Development, Improving the Publio Welfare System, a Statement on National
POlicy.,by the Research and Poljcy Committee, New York! April 1970,1and
Eim0 R. Rusco, "The Family As5istance Act." University of.Nevada,
Governmental Research Newsletter: April 1970.

C)
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tllose families ,affpr=ded bbth alternatives siMulteneously would profit

the most.

While the national imvestment in social welfare demonstration pro-
..

jects expressing these alternative assumptibns has continued to expand,

the effects of'thesp on the level of client and family functioning

. have only Peen partially evaluated. Without careful assessment, file.

10 relative merits of any givqn project might be losI or incorrectly esti-

,matecl while errors,cou-ld be repeated were the project' to serve as 'a

prototype. .
It.is significant that during recent years, as Serious

attention has been given to the possibiJity of establishing a nationall.

income mainten-nce program,, the investment in evaldation research has

increased.1

c
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the differential effects

that additions of _higher levels of financial assistance andlor services

over pperiod of one year would'have on the life styles and potentials

for upWard social mobility.of selected fmilis receiving public welfhre

assistance. 'The elested client_fami,lies were recipients f the nation's

largest and perhaps most controversial public welfare program, Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).* The study focused upon a two-

county, rural area Of central'MrssissipPi.

Organization of tVce Study .

A.The study was initiated and'c6nducted as a cooperative effort

involvipg agencies .of federal.and stete government and unIver'sity per-

'sonnel. Two"units Within the,Bureau of-Family Services-r namely the

Demonstration Projects Section- and the Office of. Special Services, pro-

vided funding through_the Mississippi Department of PublieWel.fai-e for

the principal actian corponents of the demonstration project. The

Demonstration Projects Section, authorized under Section 1.115, Titte X1

of the Social Seeurity'Act, providedincreased financial assistance and

special services- to selected clients in Madison County. The Office of

Special Services provided funding for a work experience,and traiming

program in a'djoining 0Attala County. This was supported under TitleV
orthe,Economic Opport,unity Act'of 1964 which authorized programs to

develop and upgrade employable skills thus improving the.employability

ciT the main provider'in. families with needy-children.

1. A recent survey of
.

experiments and evaluations is reported in

.Helen 0. Nicol, "The Eonomist 'ancol Aspects of Social Welfare Research,"

Welfare i'n, Review, (March-April 1'970), pp. 1-10.

.* This program was entitleOrAid to Dependent Children prior to

i passage of Public-Law 87-543', thoPublic Welfare'Amendments of 1962.

1 .

.
. .

.

.

.

,

** Social and Rehabilitation Serv,ice, U. S, Department of

Health, Education and Weifare. (
, 10 .

,

a.

A.
t,
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The Division of Commuhity Services within the Mississippi Depart-
ment of Public Welfare was reSponsible for administering and conducting,

'tithe demon;tri4ion pebj.ect. _The combihed 1115-Jitle'V effort was named
the. "Mississippi PrOject., with the "staff direttly responsihle to the
State wet:fare department.'. project. office Was, esUablished.in Madison
CoUnty 4 November, 190, w4th a directOr, responSible fqr thelt15 and
Title,V projdcis, vca'sework Supervisor for both coUnties, two case- ..
workers foi-,Madison,Zounty, and onecaseworker fdr Attala County.

.

.

search-component wa.S,f.nded by a.matching grant from the
Office o Research and Demonstrations, SRS: HEW-, to the Social Science
Resear.ch.Center,'MississippOtate University. .The resear:.Ch project

director,W4S:cOhsult.ed .on major decisions regarding oper"ation of the
demonstration project..and maintained close contact with tke local staff'

'throughout the study-. An effort. was madecp minimrze the impact of the
researchon aspect's of the demonstration pq-oject other than those in .

which an.input from the research was part of, the overall design, e.g.
as in selection of clientSo receiVe virious prOject components.'

,t
.Desion of the Study

The evaluative desiqn of Ahe srudy followed what 'has been described -

as.a "goal-model" approach.l. ThiS is ohe of severa) models for concep-
,

. tuglizing fherefationships among 4.constellation of variables in a pur-
posive:change process. 'As with many other, models, it focuses only upon
population and prograM variables and thus itequires.an.assumptloh of
constancy and supportiveness- in the broader situatiocal milieu. 4hile
fhi.5 assumption'needs to be exaMined tare6.1.11y at the sociological level, .

it provides a means of focusing study. In'interpreting the findings of

such focused siudY, however,' it is important to recognize_ that influences
of, situationalt and socie-structural'vari-ables have ndt'been fakin into
account.

AS described by Levinson, 'the basic flow through the goal-model
begins with (1).an incomicng group (Called simplyincome) possessing
certain population characteristVcs to whom (2) something is done (the
program Input-Output components) which in turn prodaes (3) a aesired
change (Outcome) assuming that (4) certain attitudihal and cognitive
changes have previously occurred (the Intermediate 'variables). Income

in the present case consisted of AFDC recipients.in the selected counties.
Inputs included the 1115 and Title V program components. Outputs were

the actual levels of operation of these programs. Outcome N-iables
represent the long-range objectives of the p'rognams, namely economic
self-suffic4ency and personal resource actualization of the clients and

1. See Perry Levinson, "Evaluation of Social Welfare Programs: -Two
Research Models," Welfare in Review, (December 1966).

2. See H. F. Kaufman, K. P. Wilkirison, and L. W. Cole, 2E: cit

.11

-,
.
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Iheir children: intermeitiate variables of interest in the study ha& to

.do with changes in at4itudes and knowledge concerning work, self, society,.

community resources and Ihe like.

, ,There is,,of course, a serious question as to'whether movement
towird long-range goals'can be evaluated over,a pe.-iod of time as short

as the duration of the demonstration project.' "Hard".indicatorspf
short-range chaves, such asichanges in employment status, movement off_

welfare, job retention, and')ncreased earnings, might reflect fundementali

changes-in mobility potentials. On the other hand, these changes might

%-reflect temporary gains to be followed by frustration and regression

when the support of the program variables is removed: Within the tem-,

poral limits of the study, and recognizing-the operation of unmeasured .

situational 'and structural variables, it was necessarY to focus upon the

intermediate variables, that is, upon the varVables which were hypothesized

to have changed in such/a way as to be facil;Aative of later upward.social

mobility.

The program inputs were designed to refjegt distinctive'concepts.

of...public assistance. line 9roup of client-s, under the'Title V program

irecekied indretased financial asilfristance in the form of payMent for

attending vocational orientation classes and for participating in on-the-

job- thaining arranged by the caseworker,. A second group, 4finder the 1115

program, received free, medi.cal,' dental and other services and experienCes

for themselves and their, families. A third group; also under 1115,

recOved increased financial assistance only. A control group, Which
.continued_to,receive'the usual -level of support and services,cwas a-base

against.' which the differential impacs of the th-ee types of.support

could be compare&

Methods of Research

The research des'ign called for base-line anCi f011ow-up Measures 1'

of the lritermediate variables with the program t/ariables to be ln opera-

tiOn for one yea-r. The plan was to.include 100 female clients in each%

county. These would be AFDC mothers whose backgrounds, work-histories.

and family circumstances woulddindicate a favorable chance of success:-

fully completing the work experience and traln ng program. The clients

would then be randomly ass'gned among four groups of 50 each. ThiS

plan wail revised prior to the first period of interviewing to allow for

(1) possible refusals,-movement from the state, 'deaths and.other factors

which might.make interviewing 'mpossible, (2) thepossibility t,hat some

clients might .floose not to participate in the demonstration program,

and (3) the possibility that the AFDC caseload.in Attala CountY, which

was smaljer than in Madison County, might 'not ;nclude 106 clients who

could meet rhe criteria for-part;cipation. The size of the study group

was raiSed to 238which included virtually all of th.o.44 in the two

counties'who we-,e judged by the caseworkers to be eligible.. -A decision

wai aiSb made fo draw one-half of the control group fr7om each county,4

rather than tak.ing all of these from Attala-County as originally planned.

Population and intermediate variables.were Measure& fi-st thmQvgh

structured interviews prior to initiation of the demonstration programs.

to
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t A pr'eliminary interview schedule Cev'ering family-structure, level of .

living, socioeconomic characteristics,.social4telationships, attitudes
_regercigng wo.rk, we/fare-and'society, and selected personal .resourceS, was
'15-rgtested (N=14)- in mid-Sepeeml;er,,1967/1 "and modified fo-r use in the

'field sfudy.,,Fi,eld work Jin Madison and Attala dOunties.,began October 1.,

Interiiewers for the st y'were.recrOked from among:locaj residents with
the aid of welfare ag ts in eiCh.county. ThesintiervieWs were-completed

during three Weeks', byOctober 24,-with no refuys, break-Offs,.or
adverse community 'reactian. Of the 238.schedules, 230.were judged to
be usable - and the clients"wer'e.assigned by thiresearch director to '

the four groups'a's

4/

A

.

,

.Grolip I (Control Group)' ,,..... 56 (2P liadisOri, 28 Attala)'
,

4 #.,

Group II (Title V: Training and Income) - 60 (Attala)
A

:

Group III (1115:-Special Services) \ - 58 (Madison)
...-

oup IV (1115: Income Only) - 56.(Madison)

Total - 230 (142 MadisOn,' 88 Attala).

As soon as this period of field interviewing was completed, the
reseach director gave the directbr.of dive Mississippi Project the four
lists of names. The reserve (over th6 50 originally planned) in each

group was to be used to make up for any refusals, etc. in the program

groups. The programs were begun in the two counties on November 1,, 1967.

Data on the program variables were collected throughott the year by,
the caseworkers in consultation With the researchers. In addition to

official records of all inputs, data were collected on the operation of
fthe pro'rams, and on levels of participation of clients and caseworkers.

The follow-up interviews were completed after one year of program
.operation: in November, 1968. The interview schedule repeated the
critical measures of the intermediate variables which had been included
earlier plus selected Measures of Ihe clients' 'reactions to the program
variables and to significant events of the intervening year. All but six

of the 230 clients were reinterviewed. Forty-three of those interviewed
at both time periods were clients who had been assigned to one of the

program groups but who, for reasons discussed below, had not participated

in t,he progroms during the year. Omitting these Irom the analysis,*

"*.Characteristics of t ese 43 clients are shown in the appendix

tables where they are labeled as Group V, Residuals, These were not

included in the control group because of the manner in whiCh they were

selected and because of the variety of the,reasons'why they did not

partjcipate.

1 3
3
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.left the following distrution:

Grou-p I: 56

Group II: 31

Group III: 46
Group IV:. 48

Total 181
A

During the year'i decision was made to extend some aspects of the
demonstration project'through June, 1969, rather than terminating it as
planned by December, 1968. As a consequence the second interviews were
held during rather than after the program experience of some clients.
The program data for use in the research were collected for the twelve-
month period only.

Population Variables

The counties withing which the study was conducted are located
adjacent to one another in the central part of Mississippi: Madison

County was slightly larger in 1960 with a population of 32,904 compared
to 21,335 in Attala, and had more non-whites, 72 percent as compared to
49 percent in Attala. About one-fourth of the labor force of each county

was in agriculture. The median family income in 1959 was $2,116 ip

Attala and $1,862 in Madison. Among non-white% the median family incomes
were $1,166 and $1,1.13 respectivery. More.than three-fifths of the

families in each county had incomes under $3,000. During 1967, AFDC

assistance in the amount of $97,247 was distributed in Attala County and
$2'27,703 in Madison. The number of assistance units that year was 309
in Attala and 677 in Madison.

The clients included in the analysis were in many ways similar to
AFDC recipients throughout Mississippi and the South. All were female.

All but fiye were black. Three-fifths lived in rural areas; only one-
third were employed, these mostly in lower status occupations. Occupational

histories were restricted entirely to the lowest status jobs. All but

two .of the clients were bocn in Mississippi. The median education was

seven years with only three percent having completed high 5chool.k- The

median age of clients was 36.4 years. Only one' in eight owned their

homes, and only one-third had more than three of 13 popular household
conveniences. A detailed analysis of all data collected in the before
survey ha5 shown the poputlation under study to be one in which a number

of profoundly handicapping factors and barriers to social mobility have

coalesced.'

1

1. This analysis'has been presented in fhree master of arts theses
in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Mississippi State Univer-

sity: Peggy Johnston Ross, Individual Factors in Mobility Potential: A

Study- of Selected AFDC Recipients (August 1968), Sangeeta Sworup Singh,

The Alienation Syndrome: A Before and After Study of the Welfare Poor
-071;i75-7777771d Susan Efferson Whittington, The Occupational Aspirations
of Selected AFDC Recipients (August 1970).

1 4.
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Family Characteristics reflected in part the dependent status of,
the clients; Only 10 percent were married at the tiwe of the first inter-
view.. ..The mean number of children under 18 llving.with the clients was
3.7, and the median'household siZe was 5.7 persons: Only 16 percent
reported that they.had never bten married, and only three clients had
been parrie more than twice. pe-third had siblings on welfare, but
less than one in eight' had been in families on welfare duriTig..-their
youth.

A

r

Comparisons among groups on stlected charaeteristics are shown in
Table 1. 'As will be noted below in-the more detailed comparisons, the
initial differences amorig :groups were generally slight. .An exception
s'hown in'Table I was on percent married whith Varied from 23.pdrcent
Groupll to_none in GrouP IV.

.
--

The c1ient5.as.,a.whIdle were nctt, however, a homogtrieous groupiKg .

'of people. .They differed.among themselves in age, size of family,
eduCation, health, housing, wo'rk experience, aspirations for themselves
and their Children, and manY other factors. They were individuals with
.specific needs, interests, abilities, backgrounds and aspirations.' As
may be seen in the,comparisons to follow,they varied in age from under
twenty to over sixty, froM.having responsibility for one child to ten
or.more children, from no formal schooling to some college training,
frOm no health problems to serious health problems, from inadequate to
adeqbate housing, from no work experience to previous full-time employ-
ment, and from low aspirations for self and children to high aspirations
foi.self and children.

In most cases, the frilie6 were deprived of the natural father due
to death, destrtion, disability or non-marriage of the mother. The-
majority were existing in dire poverty even with their AFDC grants.

Many families lived in unpainted, poorly constructed, wood-frame
houses that were either rectangular or square with a porch in bad repair
surrounded by a dirt yard cluttered with' useless debris. The small rooms
of the houses were often overcrowded. Kitchens and living rooms were
used frequently for sleeping quarters. Many.had no inside bath and
toilet fecidities. Only a few of those with inside running water had hot
water heaters. The floors were usually bare or sparsely covered with old
worn pieces of linoleum or carpet. Windows were sometimes uncovered.
The majority had electricity and used it maiHly for lighting. Some still
used kerosene lamps. Wood was used for heating and cooking by some.
The houses were simple in design, often with no'closets. In such cases,
clothes hung on nails along walls or, on wash day might be placed outside
on bushes or fences to dry. The furniture was generally simple and
functional. It was not uncommon to find a large glass-framed picture of
a national leader in the living room. Otherwise, decorations were seldom
seen except for a few occasional snap-shot photographs of family members
and.perhaps a religious card or picture.

Diets often tended to be very starchy, consisting heavily of rice,
potatoes, biscuits and corn bread. Vegetables were eaten in season, but

1 5
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Tab'e 1. Selected characteristits of clients by group assignment

0
Group 1. Group II Gi-oup III, Group IV

Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services Only '..

r
Characteristics (N=56) ..(N=3 1_) -'-'1'. (N-46) (N=48)

%

Percent non-white 96.4 90.3: fn.() 100.0

Median agi (yrs.) . ,36 43 37 32

MediaM education (yrs.) 7 -7 .8* 7

Percent married
.

:

.

..;. *. Percent never married'

Percent married twipe..
or more

L-
:Mean number of children.

iri household

Mean number of children
had in lifetime*

Percent with other adutts
in household (excluding
spous,e)

Percent home owners

Percent rural

Percent born in county
of present residence

Percent employed

Percent with income-other
thah publ.ic assistance

Percent Wliose family weived
welfare during their youth

PerGent with siblings now
on welfare

Percent Baptist

4
14.3 22.6

. 6

2.2

'

11

' 23.2" .,- .9.7 .--4,
34.8,

, .
'22.9

..

12.5 -16.2 152 12.5

3.9 2.9 3.8 . 3.9

5.2 5.8 5.8 5.3

50.0 26.0 37.0 ^ 38.0

17.8 19.4 -8.3

55,4 58.1 56.5 58.2

- 7) .4 83.9 9) .2 75.0

33.9 22.6 4).3 29 .2

35.7 514.9 39.1 31 .3

10.8 3.2 10.9 i8.8

2 8.6 38.7 41 .3 31 .3

69.6 61.7 674 62.5

* Time #2. Others are Time #1..

1.(4
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liMited in variety. Milk was only an occasional item for some families.
Few had cars'or sewing machine& or subscribed' to newspapers or magazines.
,Items suCh as \tacuum coleaner§.....air conditioners, and centra4 heating were

. rarely found. Most had a rad.1,!: or television set:

The great majority were born`in the county in which they lived at
the time of the initiJal intetview. Work experience for Most consisted
of farm or domestic labor. Recreation conlisted'primirily of visits with
relatiVes and a few friends. Few indicated that they ever played cards,
ate out, or attended parties, moyies, dances or picnics.

Many ,indLOted that they would ratheFswork than -receive any form of,
welfare, especially.ifthe amount per month, for working would be greafer
Ihatt welfare funds. Few expresSed'any 'sense of stigma as a fesult of .

receivinp welfare funds. Most.would like fOr all of their Children to t

finish.high school, and many hopecrthat their childre4,1 would go to college.

_

-

The Program Vai,a,bles

As noted above, the programs were conducted- as 'a Joint ieftort.of
state and federal agencies with a project office\and staff: separate from
the local welfare departments bui ariswerable to the State Department of

- Public Welfare. The project director was a sociah worker with one year
of graduate study and two years of casework experience. The casework
supevisor held a bachelor's-degree in sociology and two years experience..
The caseworkers were college graduates, none with social work training,
and with experience ranging from six months to two years. In Groups Il
and III, the same casewoekers continued throughout the program. Three
caseworkers served Group IV with.periods ranginp from one to eight
months.

Recruitment of clients into the three program groups began irt.
November,.1967, at the close of the initial ijIterviewing period,.and
continued into September, 1968, as clients cdmpleted or dropped1 out of
various phases of the programs. When the pool of clients selectedfor
.the study had been exhausted, a few other AFDC clients from the two
counties were recrfted into the programs.*

Data'oniprogrem variables were collected qom two squrces. The,
primary.source consisted of project records and information collected
by teachers, supervisors, empfoyers, and caseworkers. A secondary
'source consisted of items included in the follow-up interviews of the
participating clients.

-* Theserwere excluded from the study groUp.

17
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Group I: -Control Group_

As. -a control group, most of,the Clients (and Many of the 43 nonf

participants excluded from the analysis) Continued to receive AFDC plamts,

'according to the existing stateepoliCy, and the caseworker service's."

usually provided tO clients. In Mississippi, the level of suppbrt con-

sisted of a maximum,of 27 per-Cent of assessed need (difference between

other income and miniMumneeds as estimated by an official foreula) with

the specific ambunt dependent upon the amount available to the State

Department-ea0 month and the total numlier of recipients eligible to be

served.. Tpe avera0e monthly grant, in Mississippi_at the time the study

was.conducted was $35 per faMily unit, compared to $162 nationwide.

Gfants in Attala and Madison Counties irLiune,1968,ranged from $5 to $82.

Casework ;ervice'normally!involved.periodic. reviews to establish' .continued

These :Clients were nôt identified to their casewOrkers as

being part of the study,. Their case.records remained.in, the respective:.

county welfare offices, and their cates remained under, the superyisibn of

the County 14.tlfare agents, Case records for clients in Groups II; III

. .and iv on the other hand were loCated in the project otfice in Madison
I .

Or its branChin Attafa.

.Group-II,: Title V Training and Intospe

Theobjective of: the fitle.V progsam in Attale County was to pr vide

the AFDC mothers with work experience and training, adult basic education

and caseWorker counseling and gur7d'ante in all areas connected' with. eTploy-

ability. .Inputs included 'Work orientation training, structured adult'

basic education, income supplements, selected seOvices, and indreased case- ,

worker contact. -

.4,..

;

.
,

Twenty-seven clients ref, usbd to participate- in their group,and.two

otherS were'found to be ineligible shortly after the program began. Most

of thoSe who refused gave 111 health of themselves 'or other family mem-

ber'S asra reason. Seueral indicated.that they were not interested and.a

:few said that they'lacked transportation. The 31 clients who did partic-

',ipate did so for varying periods-of time.over the 12',month poribd. Twenti-

six stayed in the program.for the full 12 mbnths or more. -Two. staypd for,

ni.oe monthstkbefore secyring full-time employment. One became ineligible

for AFDC- after six months eand was dropped from the-program. Two others

dropped,dutduring the first six months.
,

.

.

A primary program output in Group II wis work experience'. The 31
,

participant's worked a total,of 24,236.hours in 56 job slots'arranged,by

, the project staff. The.average number' ci,f hour5 spent on the job was 782.

The'number of jobs held by any one participant varied from one to three.

Thirteen worked.at one job, 11 at two jobs, and seven.at three jobs dUring

.'the program. -Jobs were frequently'geared to previous work experiences.

Thirty-two positions were'seCUred as housekeepersr cooks, and cafeteria

workers in pUblft.schoOls and Head, Start programs; two were secured in.'

. similar positions in other businesses. Four positions were as dental or
...)

ip



.medical assistants. _One client worked as'a seamtress ir

upholstery shop*,

A monthly evalation of performance was submitted by the work .

supervisor of each trainee. The performance review ConsiSted of'ratings
'on four-point scale*in eight areas: quality of work, quar:itity,ef work,
dependability, attendance and punctuality, potentiality, initietive and
drive, appearance, and attitude.# ,Over time, there was a tendency,for
ratings on dependability tb increase, 'a. tendency for'ratingson
and driVe to decrease, and a tendency.for other ratingi' to repainsfable'.

a, During the first five weeks of the prograM, GrOup li clients partqc-
ipated in 75 hOurs of orientatioh and training sessiOns ld_ by prOjeCt
staff_members and other welf.a,re department.workers. ,These Nssions. .

covered such topics as employer relationships, perso9a1 groomi.ng, money
'and tithe management, citlizenship, child care, health, safety? house

If
keeping, clothing, job retention and personal planning.

frlthe regular AFDC funds and frOM project fynds an amodnt equal to
Incentivepayments:wePe used te insure that the.clients received

'100.percent Of their assessed budgetary deficiencies., Inmost .instances,,
the supplemental fLinds wei-e defined by_the clients a* "pay" fopartit- y

lniogpatipg in the orientation; adult basic education, and on-the-ijob r,
activjti.es. During the year a total of $34;436 jn incentivepayment
provided to the 31 ciient5. 'This represented an average monthly,indr
of $93 per client over.the AFDC.,.grant. In addition, $13,570 in proje
funds was:spent to,hel.p cover cktild care, clothing and tranSportation
costs as,,6ciated With attending.the training sessions and $1,418' wa
spent bn coedica and dental needs associated with wprk performan

was
ase

Adult basic education was mandatory for all.clientS in 'Ieoups II,

III, and IV who did not have at least some hi,911 school educati6n:
Classes were first organized for Group II clients, beginning 'in NOvember,
1987, with.3.3 enrollep. During the session, there were 54 class peOods:
of 3i- hours each. Forty' class periods Of three hours each were held in 0

the spring of 1968 with.33 Group II clients enrolled. In addition, 32
class periods of three hours each were held in th4'fall of 1968, with 23
Group II clierits'enrolled. Groups III. and IV participaed only im.the :

instryptional periods held'in,thespring of 1968.**
r

. # ._.0 .

During the.speing clase-s7 5,sed as a frame for comparisop among the
three groups, Group 11 clients,everaged 11.3 absences from the forty
class meetings. Grade placement'levels ranged from 1.8 to 5.3 at the .

* There was a requirement in the Title.y progrpm that these jobs
be in non-profit making organizations.

** Groups III arld IV in Madison Couft. were intended to participate
also in adult basic education during the ajl of 1968. The county schooj
board, however, elected not to sUp:ply the necessaey five percent matching
funds to sUpport the classes during the.1968-69 school year. 1 ,

L.
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beginning of the class,and the averar grade level inoreased by .2 tD

3.5 over the (forty. verio4s. 1

Ouring the year, 1,835 caseworker contacts with Group II clients
were reported. These included 517 home visits by the caseworker, 349
office visits by the clients and 969 telAphpne.contadts .

Group III: 1115 Special Services

The basic premise (underlying the 1115 program,Undertaken..in Madison
'County for troup III was that,sMall caseldads would allow time for case-
worker services of a more inten5ive and individualized nature. Atte tibn

was to be focused on Rroblem areas and their solutions. One aim-was

( 'increase the client's awareness and utilrzation of community.resource
Areas selected for concentration in the Madison County prograT.were
medical and dental care, meal planning, budget,ing and other aspects of
Jamily life, and education of adults and children. The prispary program

eleMent was a configuratibn of family-centered services and learning
;experiences. The mothers with no high school experience were also re7
(Wired to,attend adult basic education classes dur4419 ,the spring of 1968.

-)
. Forty-six of the clients des'gnated 'for Geoup IIIparticipated in
ine.progrem... Two clients refused t participate witliout giving a reason,

four indicated ihat.tey were not terested in the:program, three said

they did not want to attend the t basic education .classes, bne left .

the.county before the.program'beg.n, and two were.not cOntaoted by the
project staff for other reasons. Of,the 46 participanti 43 were in
the program for the full 12 months% 'One dropped Out to accept full-.

time employment, and two moved from the county during the year-. The

minimum length.of involvement was eight mohths.

Medical and dental services were provided-to 45 adults. and 169

Aildren at a total cost of ,$11,439 dtiring the.12 months. The'largest

sOm, $5,09);was spent for correcOve dental treatmerits for children.

A 'total of $15,303 was spent for cloOes, lunches, 6nd supplies for

school chirdren. This Included $2,135 to support participation in 4-H
camp by 93 children.

. Special classes aimed at imOroving and strengthening family life

-. Were conducted for Group III pdrticipants. Seven Sessions of two'hours

. each were focused on notOtion and meal planning. TheseLwere led by the

county home economist ah,91..by the state supervisor,V nutrition in the

welfai-e department. Another session.was led bi/ a nurse.and a dental

hygenist. Others focused on banking and On safety in the home.

Forty-two clieritsn troup III were enrolled in adult basic edu-'

catioh for 120 instructional hours during the'spri g of 1968. The ,

average grade placementlevel indreased by .2 for he group to 3.0 at

the end of the forty Class meetings. The average number 6f absences

per person was 10.6 'class meetings.

410
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'Caseworkers reported 1475 contacts with-the clients in Group III .

over the year for an average of 32.0 contacts per client. - Of this number,
835 were office visi.ts by clients-, -366 were group.contacts, 141 were home
yisi.ts-by the caSeworker,:and 133 were telephone contacts-

Group IV: 1115 Income Only

The major program element in Group IV was-increased financial '

assistance. The procedure used was ro provide a supplemental monthly
Check from project ,funds to raise the leveh of .isS'isbance to EDO per- -

cent of the budgetary deficit. This group conCinued to reCeive the
regular m9nthly AFDC grant based on a maxiffium of 27 percent,. A. total

of $7A,673 was expended eb cover the difference between .the regular
grants And the budgetary.Ideficits. This represented an'aver=age monthly'
increase of $124 per client Of the regularAFBC grant.

,

The 48 participants. in this group were with the prog-ram through-
-out the year. _The other eight clients designated by the researchers
as potential Group IV membersgwere-not contacted for various reasons.

'Forty-six of theclients were enrolled in adult batic educatiun*.
classes,durin4 the spring session. The average grade placement level
of Group IV participants increased by .4 to 3.5 over the 40 class i
periods. The clien.t4 averaged 10.1 absences.

Caseworkers reported a total of 1,167 client contacts durin the
year, including 258 visits-in clients' hoMes, 425 office visits by
clients, 414 group.contacts, and 70 telephone contacts.

Distinctions among the.groups on program variables were reduced
somewhat by a decision of the prohject staff to allow Group IV members'
to attend the specialclasses held..for Group III members,in Madlson
County. In addition, Group IV.members were included in a few special
'sessions led by project staff memb'ers in.which money mbnagement,
budgeting and employment possibilities'were discussed. While these
wefe'relatively Minor inputs, their infruence upon the findings must

. ,

be considered.

SelectedoComparisons 4 __
- 1

Table 2..shows the special financial Inputs in to the'three'program
voups. These figures dp not, of course, show the additional inputs of
caseworker services, rior do they includesthe regular' monthly AkDC rirants

% 4
received by clients in aiLfour groups. On' a.per capita basii,the
firiancLal input5,considered in the table were about.equarfor'GroupSill
andsnie Group III.reCeived sbmewhat less than one-half as., much%as ei0)er.
of these. i

.

-.

#

lc State law requires that special trainAng actiyities be asiociatecl
with .any increase in welfare payments over the maximum of 27 percent of
budgetary deficit.

;2 1
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- Lablp 2. Financial inputs to client groups

Gcoup I Group 11 Group III Group IV

Control Training Special Income

Group .& Income Services Only

Input (N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=481___

General

Suppol-t

Transportation
Child Care
Adult Clothihg-
Total

_Medical

Exam (adult)
.

,Treatment (adult)
Exam (ch'ild)
Trfeatment '(child)

"Dental (chi Id)

Total

achool

Ciothes
Lunches
Supplies
Total

LizE

Clothes
Transportation
Dues
Total

Tota..1

Per clien1i.

7

$34,i436 . $71,(03

11,935 $5,640 ' 4,185

1,304 1,237 399'

331 1.3f6 1.235 I

$48,006 $8,240. $77,492 \-
.1

$ 265 $ 155 Is

.1,153. 716
1,590

3,92.$

5,d50 =

771-747g

.$ 4,249

8,o95
823-

$13,16.7

X.

1

$1192 . -
171

$2*t
$49,424, 04,982 $77,492

$1,594 - .$7.60 $1,614 (

It will be rec lled that increased intensity of caseworker,servr'ces
/

was to be a distinttive aspect ofithe program for Group III. Wh) le.the '
., .

ata revea no ing c. ou e qua ity o contacts orf e na ure o into-

personal rel.ationships, it would appear that in actual,operation the

. clie'rils in Group .111 _received less personal attention than -those in Group

II. Aport from'group meetings', the caseworkers repdrted totals of 1,835,

1,109 rind 753 contacts with clients in Groups 11, III and IV0 respectively.

-
When telephone coniacts are omitted from the totals leaving only boroe

and office-visits, the.numberS of contacts are reduced to 866, 976.and

2 2
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683,-respectively. The_javerage number of face-to-face, individuarcontacts
per client was 2749 in Group II, 21.2 in Group 'III and 14.2 in Group IV.
Mode of operation of the RrArams is also revealed by the f9ct that clients
were visited in 'their IyOmes an average of 16.7 timeseach by the cseworker
in Group ll-as comp4ed to 3.1 times in Group III and 5.4 times in Group IC
Office visits by(theclient were more fre$tient in Group an average
of 18.2 Compered to11.3 in Group II and 8.9 in Group IV.

"

Tables 3 and 4 summarize responses of the clients to quetions asked.
in the follow-up survey about caseworker contacts and about reactions to
the-programs. The percent figures in Table 3 and the results of the
statittical tests (based on cross tabulatiOns'of.f.requency dittributions)
show,two things in a very general way. First, these d'ata* suggest that
participation in a program tended V heighten the 'clients' awareness and
approv,a1 of the caseworker as well as thir iontact with the caseworker.
On most i%tems, trle major difference was i;etween the cont;ol group on the
one hand and.the three program groups on the,other. SecOnd, these data
Teveal important differences among the three program gr"Oups. Group II

was-ollost consistently different from the'control group and was followed
closely In this. regard by GroZp,IV.

- Overall, Group LII differed from the control group less than did the
other two program groups. This pattern was striking and ironic on several
items for which the Progrorii inputs were desligned to bring about,more,
dramatic changes' in Group III than in Groups II and IV. The greaterfre-
quency of caseworker contact in Group III is reflected in the larger per-
centage of clients'in this group who reported having seen the caseworker
at least.once a month. But the 'clients in this grodp were less likely
than those in the other groups to recall having talked with their case- ".

worker.about money management, child cre, employment, housing and health --
the areas of emphasis in the.Group III program.

. Table 4 shows that in all three program groups most-of the clients
felt that th program had made at least some difference in each of four
important jea s of their lives. Over'all, there waS more of tendency for
Group II r pondents to regard the program as having made a great difference.
The consistency of the distributions on the four items among the Group II

"clients suggest that a strong mental set regarding the program was in
operation.

-

Limitations and Strengths

The data on actual operati-on of the program variables indicate
clearly that the study. should be regarded as no more than ep approxime-
tion of,the strict comparison Of program effects which is needed. The
strength of the deSign was lessened by a number of factors: Groups II,

III and IV, for example, all participated in adult basic education
classes, and clients )n Group IV participated in some act_ivitLps designed
for Group III. Caseworker contacts in Group III appear to have been
less intense than anticipated in the design. Financial inputs per

.

*. Group IV 'was significantly low on ability to-correctly ideniify
caseWorker.. This may haye been influenced by sudden.chaAges in project
staff on two oCcas.ions._

2 3
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Table 3. 'Clients' observations about
program operation

daseworkers after one year of

I teM

' Group I Grio0p.11 Group III Group IV

Control Tnaining -Special -,. lAcome

Group & tncome Services Only

(N=56) (N=31) (N=46) .(t4=48) -

J1L

Named principal
caseworker

Feels caseworker
does.'a good job.

1

Feels caseworker enjoys
working with family
very much

-Sees caseworter once
a month or more

Home visitv1ast over
hall an hour

Caseworker talks
with you 'about:

PerEent

74.9 37,0 71.7 2.1

83.8 96.7* 100.0*.

,

67.8 93.5 80.4

16.1 25.8* . 2 . * 33.5

26.7 6l.3 26.0 24.91c

93:7*

S!."2

managing money. 39.2 .85.8*

Child care 73. 80.6

EMpleyment 53 .5 96..7*

Houing 27.6 70.9

HWtk 58.9 87.0*.

63.11

71.7

56.5

49:5

91.6*

91.6

72.c

64.5*

83.3

*The difference between this group .and the.control group on his

variable was Found to be significant by the two.ltailed chi square test

at the ..05 levet of probability. The test was computed on the complete

distributions ryrher than on the summary pertents shown in the table.

Tile procedure iA described Ln Chapter II.

client were less in Group III than in GrOups II and IV. F(ecruitment Of

clients into Group II was a .vere problem. Location oF thy Title V and

1115 compo nents in separate courF-'les, which was necessary (or administra-

tive reasons, madestrict. randomization of case assignments impossible.

The 'number of ciCients in each group was Lou small to allow for meaningful

;ntragroup comparisons on program outputs. The relatively short period

2 4
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Table 4 Clients' reactions to programs

1 7

'Group II . Group.III Group IV
'TrainiMc Special - jncome,

. What Diffee-e-?Cce Has & Ineome Services. Onfy
the Program Made: (N:=.31) (N=46) (N-48)

.: 1 .-,Percent
,.

In providing for your chithren

Great difference 80.7 86.9
Some difference
No difference 0

.12.9 8.7

No answer
. 6.4 LL

100.0 ioo.o

In preparing_ you for a job

Great difference 87 315.*
Some difference 12.9 41.3
-No difference'. 17.4

No answer3 6.4

Rm.-a lO.O
4.4

In 'helping you earn-6 better
living

A

79.2
.20.8

100.0

292
54.2.

16.6 .

loo.o

'Great difference
_Some difference'
NO difference

-.NO answer

In promoting your self-respect
and cohfidence

Great difference
Some difference
No difference
No answer

80.7 41.7
12.9 43.4 52..1

.. 6.6 6.2

6.4 4.4 -

100.0 100.0 100.0

87.7 69.5 60.5
12.9 21.7 39'.5

4.4
6.4 4.4

100.0 100.0 100.0

A

of time between meaurements and the timing of the seconil..measurement
'during rather th.an aft.er the program period limit the degree to whick
coniolusions.may drawn'about changes.

These 1.miting factors stem in part from the very conditions. which
give the stu y its basic strength.and relevance. 1,t vyasfirst, a field
study with al4 the complications ahd cdhfusions inherent ln investigation
of.social.and socierpsychological changes Under rel.atively uncontr011ed



/

, conditions. Second, the)ove'rall des4gn included an attempt to impose a
.degree of exper4mental control over these conditions.. The level of 'success

'of this effort,'whill meager by the-standards of laboritoF,e4eri-men;atIon,

.was relat4vely great for a studi, 4n a field -setsing. Third, the study'

involved a.coOrdinated effort in- research and action, the'objelgives_and \

prioYities of which frequently differ. .r.
.

-
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CHAPTER II

FINDINGS

Overview

. Data from the beforekand follOw-up surveys are presented h., thi-40110

chapter in three sections: The sections comprise convenient groupings
of indicators rather than sharply differentiated conceptual dimensions
of the problem. First to be treated are changes over the one-year .

period in financial status. Data are then presented on changes in the
styles of living adapted by the clients and their families. The third
section deals 4ith changes in personal outlook or orientations of the
clients. In each section, the emphasis is on changes which may be
related to the program variables.

The-data shown in this,chapter are in most cases highly abbreviated
summaries in percent form. These are shown rather than the complete
distributions, which are presented in appendix tables,* to preierve per-
spect,ive. and, hopefully, readability in reporting the large number ofi
variables included in the study. The summary percents were seletted to
ilhdicate'the major directions of change and, in most cases, the extent
of change from Time #1 to Time #2. Where appropriate, the selected
percents in,dicate'the extent of change in what is assumed to pe a "posi-
tive" direction as regards potential for upward social mobility.

t'
Apf.roXimation of an experimental design required that diff-OcE5Y,

patterns of change among the program groups and differences at Time #2
be assessed relative to changes and Time #2 characteristics of.the con-
trol group. The control group was assumed 'to reflecf characteristics
-of the general population of AFDC clients in the rural South, The

analytical plan., based on the experimental model of the "before-after
design with one control group," called for two types of measures)of the
significance of differences among the, change variables. The
would involve an overall comparison to determine whether changes in th'e
p-rogram groups (Groups II, III and IV) differed significantly from
changes in the control group (Group I): In the classical experiment,
this step is used-to verify that the experimental "treatments" have had.
some effect. 'The second step would be to compare the control group
changet with changes in each of the program groups, taken individually,
on each of the var'iables on which a significant difference'had beeh
found at the first step.

The first operational step consisted of making an.assumption,
Arbitrari.4y where necessary but on the basis of logic and pi-evious
studies in most'cases, as to which direction of change on each variable
should be regarded'as "positive." Clients were then classified accord-
ing to whether their responses changed between Time #1 aftd Time #2 in a

*These tables are available on request from the Social,Science-
Research-Center, Mississippi State University, P. 0. Box 5287, State
Collps.44:issippi 39762.
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ositive direction, in a negative direction or not at all. Change was

. d fined liberally* to include any shift among code categories. On some
ichotomous variables, e.g. employed--not employed, it was possible also

to break the "no change" category into "remained positive" and "remained..

negative" subgroupings. A difference of proportions test was then cal-

culated for each variable. The test was found to be significaht in only

a few cases. Those variables on which a significant difference at the
.05 level was found are indicated in the appendix tables.

Then, recognizing that this st4dy was only an approximation of an
. experiment, a decision was made to conduct the second fest, i.e. com-

paring each program group individually with the control group, on all
variables rather than only on the few for which a significant difference
of proportions ratio had been found in the first step. The two-tailed

chi square test was used for this purpose with the changes classified'
as indicated above. Asterisks are used in the tables in the text to
indicate those cases in which the difference between change in a program
group and change in the contr.ol group was significant by this test at

the .05 level. In addition, asterisks in the text tables indicate cases
in which a program group differed significantly from the control group
on a variable measured only at Time #2."' Absence of an asterisk means,

k,,unle s otherwise indicated, that the chi square was not significant.

Financial Status

The first grouping of measures treated in the report are those
which indicate immediate changes in economic condition of the family.
Included are changes in employment status, sources and amounts of income

and expenditure patterns. Had the follow-up measures been taken at some
interval after termination of the programs, these changes might be seen

as important "outcome" variables. After only one year of program opera-
tion, however, these changes are more appropriately regarded as "output"

variables. They might in a few instances point to ci'langes in long-term

trends.

The most substantial changes in employment status occurred, as might

have been expected, in Group II, the work experience and ti-,aning group.
Largely no dbubt as the result of thelaseworker's efforts in locating

jobs, the increase in employment in this group as shown in Table 5, was

from 22.6% before the program began to 90.3% after one year. This greatly

exceeded the sltght increase in the control, group and contrasted sharply

with negative changes in the other two groups. Whether the heightened

- employment txperience of Group,II members will have the desired long-

range effect on motivations and abilities to secure and hold a job on

one's own initiative remains, of course, an unanswered question. The

*A liberal measure of changemas used because of the expectation
fhat major changes would be rare over the one-year period.

**"After-only" analysis such as this is; strictly speaking, appro-
priate only when there has been random assignment of cases among groups.
The test results are thus suggestive rather than conclusive.
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data in this case indicate at least that the 6roup II members, if not
the members of the other groups, were subjected to the experience of a
regular job. As shown by'the other items in Table 5, this, in most

tases,was a position in at least a semi-skilled occupation. In all but
a few cases, the new jobs for Group II'members paid more than 50C an
hour -- the going rate for domestic day work in the community.

Negative changes in the percent employed at the.time of the inter-
view (which is certainly a limited time sample) occurred in Groups III
and IV and in percent earning over 50C per hour in Group.IV. This

change in Group IV 'differed from that in the control groUp at a statis-
tically significant level despite the small absolute number of clients
who actually experienced a change in rate of pay. There was a tefidency,

shown here over the short run, for clients to ,drop out of employment
status when their minimum needs were met through the special welfare
programs. Whether this reflects a fundamental consequence of such pro- *

gram inputs is not clear from the data available.

Contrasted with the data on employment and hourly wages is the
finding of increased job-seeking activities-among client's in Groups III
an& IV. What seems more likely than a lessening of the will to work in
response to the increased level of welfare support is that the clients
in Groups III and IV tended to reject the menial, low-paying jobs to
which.they had been accustomed and turned their attention instead to the
search for more remunerative employment. The data in this regard seem
to ref.lect more of a temporary response to release from frustrating
underemployment than to work as such.

There was also, as noted in Table 5, a general decrease in all
groups in the percentage of clients with no health barriers to employ-
ment. Whether this reflects the effects of aging aggravated by the
cumulative deprivations of poverty, or some other cause is open to
speculation as is the greater negative change in Group.II than in the
other groups. Perhaps the most important statistft among these is that
about one-half of all the clients perceived of themselves as having
some health problem of such severity as to retard or prevent their
assumption of an independent occupational status.

Changes in sources of family income over the one-year period are
shown in Table 6. In all except Group IV,the percentage receiving
some form of public welfare support dropped slightly during the year
from`the.100% level which had beeii the case for all four groups at
Time #1. In some instances, esRecially in Group I, the control group,

this was the result of the_family's becoming-ineligible for welfare
, support for reasons other than increased economic assets. The fact

thall alf members of Group IV continued on welfare throughout the year
must be interpreted in light of Vie fact that this was the case for
about 90% of all the clients in the stUdy. The table also shows t

"
at

for all groups except Group IV there was an increase over the yea c in

the percent with some earned income during the month preceeding the
interview, and that for all groups, including Group IV, there was an
increase in the percent with income from sources other than public
welfare or wages (from gifts, for example).
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-Table 5. Changes in emOloyment status

Inditators

L.2.1_12_1

Control

Group
(Nr16)

amila_LL
Training
& Income
(N=31)

Group III Group IV

Special

Services
:(N=46)

Income
Only
(N=48).

Percent employed

Time #1 33.9 22.6 41.3 29.2

Time #2 37.5 90.3,. 30.4. 8.3, .

Change 3.6 67.7 -10.9 -20.9.4

Percent with semi-skilled-
or higher status jobs

Time #1 3.6 3.2 2.2 2.1

Time,#2 - 14.3 87...L1. 4.3 4.2

Change 10.7 83.9- 2.1 _ 2.1

Peroent earning over
50t per hour (on last.job

4 ,

Time #1 16.1 16.1 15.2 33.3

Time #2 21.4 67.7 21.7 2.1

Change 5.3 51.6* 6.5 -31.2*

Percent seeking a,job
anytime during Oast
year

Time #1 26.8 32.3 30.4 33.3

Time #2 28.6 , 6.5 52.2 60.4

Change 1.8 -25.8* 21.8 27.1

Percent without health
barriers to full employ-
ment

Time #1 55.4 38.7 60.9 62.5

Time #2 46.4 22,6 50.0 54.2

Change 9.0 -16.1* -10.9 - 8.3

*Chi square significant. See Footnote, Table 3.

While the differeftes were statistically significant,in only a few

cases, the 4ttern of differences across the several measures of employ-

ment status and sources of family income seems to suggest tentative

conclusions as follows: (1) The general tendency in the client popkJla-

\tion, as indicated by the control group and by changes common to the,four

igroups, was 'toward a slight increase ln the proportion employed and ',,

having earned income. (2) There were changes in the program gr,

3 0
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Table 6. .Changes insources of family inCome

indicators

Percent receiving public
assitance in previous
month

Time #1
Time #2
Xhange

Percent who use food
stamps

Groupl- Grala_IL
COntrol Training '
Gro.up 1 & Income
(14=56) (N=31.). .

Gyou0.-III GToup IV
Special

Services

01=46).

Income

Only
(N=48)

,

,

100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0

83.9 90.1 91.3 100.0
- 16.1 - 9.7 8.7

Time #1
Time #2

64.3 67.7 78.3,
60.7 58.0 76.1

52.1

56.2
Change 3.6 9.7 - 2.2 4.1

Percent with-income from
earnings in previous month

23.2 22.6 26.1 18.7

Time #2 33.9 48.4 34.8 12.5

Cha ge 10.7 737-6 8.7 - 6.2*

Percent earning $30 or
more in previous month

Time #1 7.1 12.9 4.3- 10.4

Time #2 23.2 45.2 23.9 6.2
Change 16.1 32.3 19.6 .- 4.2*

Percent.with income other
than wages or welfare in
previous month

Time #1 3.2
Time #2 514 16.1 21.7 20.8
Change 5.4 12.9 21.7 20.8

OerOent with $30 or more
from other sources

Time #1 3.2 --
Time #2 19.6 16.1 15.2 20.8. /Change 19.6 12.9 15.2 20.8

*Chi square significant. See Footnote, Table 3.
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-.:onsistent wIth program inputs, e.g. most Groitp II members acquired semi-

skilled or higher status jobs,and a number'of Group IV members left low-

paying jObs. It would appear, that the programs in Group Il and Group IV

had greater impact on the financial status of families than did the pro-

gram in Group III. (3) In absolute teeps, the economic status of all

-.four groups remained very lOw despite the changes which occurred. Rela-

tive to changes occurring in middlie-class society,during the same period,

the changes in these client groups were meager; so meager in fact that

Ihey probably represent a decrease in relative status. 0)

* .

.

Data on family income-based on reports by respondents are subject

to numerous 'sources of errOl- and bias and should be considered in the

study of program-induced changes in only a limited way. Further, wieh

exception of.the last two items on morithly income, the data in Table 7,

refer to differences between incomes in 1966 and 1967 - the "previous"

calendar years.* Only the last two months of 1967 were inclu ed in the

program year. The consistency among the groupS on the annual1' income

items may be taken as additional evidence that the groups stated the
1

program year from similar financial bases. According to,their reports

at Time #1.and Time #2, theirincomes had been'Tising slowly over the

previous year to an average level of about $100 per'month at the t.ime of

the first interview. /

The contrast between the third and fourth items in Table 7 is ?

striking. The third iteM is based upon an objective comparison of the

respondents' reports at Timell and Time #2. The fourth item refers to

the respondents' ,general recollections as to whether their incomes had

changed during the period. The substantial and statistically signifi-

cant differences in Groups II and IV on the. later measure indicate

,that program inputs had great influence on recall.
,

, The last two,items in Table 7 reflect program inputs even mor

clearly. There was a significant increase in median welfare inco

(exchuding çhe 'program grants) in the month before the interlii'ews in

all three pr gram groups. The level of statistical signiffcancewas

due in part t. the decrease in welfare income in the control group

motched against a slight increase in each of the program groups. ,The

final item in the table is total income from all sources, including the

program grants, during the month preceeding the second Interview.

Conststent with- the program inputs, the median total amounts received

by families in Groups II and IV were more than double the amounts

received in Groups I and III. These figures refer only%to cash income.

There0s, of course, no assurance that the clients restricted

'
their ansWers to these periods. More likely:their estidates were

colored by their. more recent,experiehges:

3 2



Table 7. Changes An amounts of family inCOme

Group I Group II Group All

Control Training Special

Group & Income Se'rvices

IndiCators (N=56) (N=31) (N=46)

Median income in
p'revious year'

Time #1 $ 750 $ 1,035 $ 1,000

Time #2 1,205 1,205 1,115

Change $ 455 $ 170 $ 175

Percent with over.$1,000
income in previous year

,f-

Time #1 17.9/, 29.0 15.2

Time #2 21.4 29.0 21.7 25.0-

Change 3.5 6.5

Percent whose reported .
annual income

Increased, T1-T2
Decreased, T1-T2:i

Did not change'

Percent who thought tHeir
annual income:

57.0
13..0

30.0

48.0

23.0

46.0
17.0

.
. a

Increased, T1-T2 24.9 80.6* 41.2 ,

Decreased, T1-T2 1 26.8 . 6.5 19.6

Did not change 48.2 12.9 39.1

Group IV
Income

Only
(N=48)

$ 846

1,270
$ 424

1215

12.5

.....

79.2-

153.4

10.4 ' e-

Median welfare income
in prevlous month.

#1 43 $ 33 45 37.Time
Time 40, 50 140

Change. $ 7 3 N, 17*. $

Median total income
in pr"ev.ious month

-

Time #2 73 190- 82 177-

-
-Chi square significant, See Footnote, Table 3.

Thg items in Table 8 r'efer to changes betweeb Time.#1 and Time
the "past year" --.Qs seen by the clients in the amounts of money thel

had wlth which to meet their needs. The overall tendency in the study
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Table 8. Clients' perceptions of changes during the year in amounts
of money avoilable to'them to meet their needs

Needs

Groull_l

Control
Group
(N=56)

Group II ,Group 111 Group.IV

Training Special

&. Income Services

(N=31) (N=46),

Income

Only
(N=48)

Food

More money
Les#money
No change

Clothing
1

_Awe money
',Less money
No change

)

21.4
30.4
48.2

- - -

-77Jt
9.7

12-9

Percents -

36.9
28.3

34.8

\
'"

81.2*
63

_lid
100.0

67.7*
10.4

's 22.9

100.0

,

16.1

32.1

51.8

100.0

*
70.9

/110

100.0,

47.8*
26.1

26.1

100.0 100:0 100.0 100.0

\Housing

More, money 14.3

Less money 26.8

No change 58,9
. 100.0

Furniture 'and appliances

More money 8.9
Less money 32.2
No change '58.9

,. 100.0
. .

Child suppo'rt

-More money -4 17.9

Less money ' 30.3

change
, 51.8,No

100.0

Medical and dental care

Illkwe money 10.7

Less money 37.5
No change _21,8

r:.., '"\ 100.0

54.8*

.6.5

38.7
100.0

17.4

36.1

56.5
100.0

0.
66. 7

1 0. 4

22,9

100.0

-

61.3* 8.7 54.2

6.5 28.3 10.4

32.2 63.0 35.4

100.0 100.0 100.0

67.7* 39.2 7.2*

9.7 23.9 12.5

22.6, 36.9 8.3

100.0 100.0 100.0

. ,
61.3 52.2* 74.9- ,

.
9.7 15.2 10.5

29.0 32.6 , 14.6

100.0 100.0 100.0
0

Entertainment

More money
Less money
No,change

o
10.7
42.9
46.4

-

41.9*
16.2

211L2
100.0

13.1
34.8
52.1

lop.o 100.0

33.3*
16.7
50.0

100.0

square significant. See Footnot, Table:3. 3 4
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population was,toward perceiving a decrease in amounts available to meet/
ehe variOus needs. This is in contrast to recollections about total
,amountsof incoMe, which were seen generally as increasing slightly.
What this suggests is.that the clients saw their baslc expenses as
increasing much faster than their incomes. There is little basis for
doubting that th.is was a realistic set of'perceptions.

Groups II and IV differed'significantly from the contl group on
all i4tems covered in Table 8. In each case, a substantial proportion
of the G.Ijants in these groups saw themselves as having mbre money
available than previdusly. In Group III significant differences from
tile control group were noted on only two items, clothing and medical-
dental care. These were Ftems which received special attention in the
11J5 program for Group III. On a number of tlit other items, Group III
responses were similar to those of the control group.

Changes,rn financi'al status:are also indicated by the pattern of
expenditures of family income. Respondents during both interviews were
asked to indicate the amounts they spent for each' of severaj purposes
during the previous month. In each instance, the qaestion was geared
to answers given to previm;sly asked questions about sources and amounts
of-income. Tables 9 and 10 show the results, expressed first in terms
of dollars spent and ehen in terms of percents of the total income
allotted to the various purposes.

27.

,Much'of the increased income rported by clients in Groups II and

iV apparently went to meet food needs. The percent spending $40 or more
for food in the previous month increased substantially in these groups
while it remdined constant in the control groupand decreased by(nearly
one-third in Group III. Thi.s was despite an increase in Group III in

the average percent of income spent for food. A somewhat similar
pattern held for expenditures for,housing and utFties. In fact, on

virtually all items the percentage of clients in Group III spending the
indicated amounts during the previous month decreased over the year.
In Groups IIond IV, which received additional funds; there were increases
in the percents spending thetndicated amOunts on a number of itrms.

The data in Table 70 indicate(l) that.there4Nere -no dramatic
shifts-among percent Alocations for the four categories of uses which
were considered, (2) that the modest changes Which did occur were
genarally as would be expected in light of the differenr-program inputs,
and (3) that similarities were more prominent than differences Ibmong
the four group.s of clients at botfl time periods.

One additional -item in this regard has to do with changes in_ the
level of indebtedness ofethe clients. The data.are shown in Table 11.

it Although not statistically significant, ithere were- interesting differences
among tlaa/three program groups relative.to the conerol group in per-
centage changes over time. Group 1r was the only-one with an increaSe
in fhe'percent owing as much as $25, although there w7re increases in
other groups 0 the percent making payments on appliances and furniture.
In so far as the datta are cor5late and reliable in this regard, they
indicate that only in Group II was fhere a notableincrease :in willingness

)
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Table 9. Changes'in eXpenditures for s;ele.d items

Expenditures

Percent spending $40 or

Group I 'Group II Group III

Control Training Special

Group & Income Services

(N.=56) (N=31) 1N=46)

Group IV
Income '

Only
(N=48)

more in pr.vious month for:

Food

, Time #1 51.8 51;6 78.3 52.1

Tir4-#2 51.8 80.6 . 54.3

Change 29.0* -24.0 3 5

Percent spending $20 or9
more in previous month for:

1,

Rent
Time #1 17.9 )9.4 36.9. 35.4

Time #2 .14:3 19.4 21.7 39.6

Change 3.6 ,4.2*

Per ent spending $10 or
more in previous month for:

Utrlities I

,'

TiMe #1 50:0 80.6 52.2 ' 50.0

Time #2 28.6 51.6. -45.7 47,9

Change -TT- -2.9.0 .0 ... 6.5* - 2.1'

f .

'Medical treatment . .

Time #.4-- -, 17.9 32.3 23.9 35.4

Time #2 1, \.L.L.L_ 32.3 . _ 37,5

Change .-14.3 -

_6.,5__

-17.4' , 2:1*

Drugs
Time #1 35.5° 16.1 2.3 ! 25.0

Time 42 16.1 19:4 - 4.3 '

Change 3.3 24.0 - 8.3

Dental treatment
Trhe #1 1.8 3.2 , 2.2 8.3

Time #2 2.2 6.2

Change 1.8 3.2 - 2.1.;

C.lothing

*Time #1 57.1 41.9 60.9 68.

Time/#2 46.4 48.4' 36%9 85.4

A Change -10.7 * 6.5 -24%0 . 16.'7*

4'
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Expenditures

Group
Con

Group
(N=56)

I- Group II Group III Group IV
1 Training

& Income
(N=3I)

Special Income
. Services Only
(N=46)

Children

.(N=48)

Time #1 7.5 41.9 56.5 54.2 (----
Tillie #2 19.6 32.3 32.6 43.7 )

Change -17.9 9.6 -23.9 710.5 -----

Recreation
Time #1 3.2
Time #2 1.8

Change, 1.8 - 3.2

Car or truck 46,

_Time #1 8.9 6.5 r

Time #2 16.1

Change - 1.8 9.6 4.3 4.2

1 Other

Time #1 8.9 3.2 21.7 22.9
Time #2 3.6 6.5 2.2 6.2

. Change 5.3 3.3 -19.5 -16.7

*Chi square.significant. See Footnote, Table

to gojnto debt. 'These data along with the other measures of financial
status 'and outflook show that Group )I'members moreso than the others
tended to condeive of themselves.as being in improved circumstances.

'

Life Style (-

Changqs in the "life styles" of the clients cons itute a secogg.,
.dimension of the problem of gocial mobility of .the welfare Frnuie
changes in the wy,people live nd conduct their everyday. affairs might,
if.positively 1-einfoced'and pported by forces and conditions in the

.community and society, s al at least a start tow& self-sufficiency
and'actualization o dividual potentials. Measures were taken. at.both
time periods of several aspects of life gtyle. In additlon, selected

'-measures of changes duringthe xear were included in the Time #2 survey.
The data presented below,suppl4ment those presented earlier on faMily
financial status, which is also, of course, an aspect of life style.
The fpcusliere, however, is less upon the immediate improvemengpin
.economic'well-being thaF) upon changes in potential for future Orpward
mobility.

3 7
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Table 10. Change in percent of income ih peevious month
spent for selected items

Group,I Group II Group Ile& GrOUp IV
Cdntrol Training Special Income

Expenditures in Group & incoMe Sen./ices' 'Only

Previous Mo6th (N=56) (N=3'1) (N=46) 0=48)

- ..- Average Percent Spen't - - -

,

Food t

Time #1
.

51.2 .52.7 46.2 42.4

Time #2 53.1 55..5 .5.12.._ 45.0

Change 1.9 2.8 6.1 2.6

Housing & etilities
15.5 124.5 18.5

,

13.8,Time #1
Time #2
Change c,,,

Clothing

19.5 -19,..1., 23.6 . 16.5

4.0 - 54

.,

5.) 2.7

Time #1 20.2 12.3 ' , 21.0 21.1

Time #2 15.5 10.5 13.8 21.6

Charoge - 4.7.......e," 7 1,8 - 7.2 .5

Medical treatment
Time #1 5.3 8.2 , 8.5 12.3

Time #2 8.1 7%3 10.4

Change - 1.2 - .9

_LI_
- .7 - 1.9

Table 11.. Changes in indebtedness

Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Control Training 'Special Income

Group & Income Services Oniy

Indicators (N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

Percent in debt $25 or more:

Time #1 41.i 32. 47.8 35.4

Time #2 10.7 51.6 23.9 25.0

Change

,..,

-30.4 19.3 -23.9 -10.4.

Percent making monthly
payments on.:.

Apoliahces-
Time #1 10.7 16.1 15.2 8.3

Time #2 : 26.7 . 16,1 13.0 24.9

Change 16.0 - 2.2 16.6

Furniture
.

,

Time #1 10.7 - 15.2 , 22.9

Time #2 14.2 17.3 22.9

Change i '3.5
_2,6
9,6 2.1

3 8
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CF;anges An selected indiCators of housing statu s. are shown in Takle 12.
The tendency.across these indicators was for.the housing-status of clients
in Group II, to improve more than in othe-r-groUps: The signifkant decrease
in the percent in this group living in newer houses (those built since
World War. 11) probably reflects a county differente in predominant types
of housing available. As noted earlier, AtCala County,in which the Title V
program for Group II was located, was much leSs urbanized that Madison.
Most new housing oonstruction in Mississippi during the past.quarter cen-
tury has been in the more urbanized areas:

Table 12. Changes in housing .status

Indicators
,

Percent who own their homNs

Time #1
Time #2
Change

.

Median number\ of persons
.in household/

y Time #1
Tjme #2
Change

Percent in houses.built
since WW 11

Time #1
Time #2
Change 4

Percent in houses rated.
as "clean" by interviewer

Time #1
Time 42
Change

Percent with yards rated

)

as "neat" by interviewer

(Time #1
Time #2
Change

Group 1 'Group II Group III
Control
Group
(N=56)

Training
lig. Income
(N=31)

, Special

SerVices
(N.46)

17.9 19.4 8.7
12.5 29.0 12,2_

- 54 9.6* '--2:-.2

6.0 .5.6 6.6

4.8 6.4_1,8_
.2 - .8 - .2

30.4 35.5 26.1

46.4
16.0 - 9.7* 19.6

71.4 61.3 71.7
64.3 83.9 65.2

- 7.1 22.6 . - 6.5

57.1 -51.6 78.3
l.14 74.2 69.5

14.3 22.6 8.8*

Group IV
Income

Only
-(N=48)

8.3
6.2

- 2.1

/1

6.5
6.1

.4

39.6
52.1
12.5

. ,

81.2

70.8 '.

-10.4'

75.0
62.5

-12.5

*Chi squane significant. See Footnote, Table 3.

Cleanlinesg of.the hou and neatness of the yard have been shown
to be highly predictive within low-income groups of a family's prestige
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in the eyes of othe'rs in the community and in their own self images.1

This can be the case desPite the subjectivity involved in having the

ranking done by a nonp*rofessional interviewer. The increase in the per-

cent in Group II who received ratings of."clean" and "neat" for the,housk
and yard respectively, stands in contrast with the decreases in Grorups

All and IV. Thesedata imply that Group II members increased their level

of concern more thin did the others with the qualiti, of their surroundings.

The Measures presented in Table 13 have to do with what might be

called ',the famil's level of liv,ing or level of consumption. Respondentt-

were ased at,both time periods whether Or nOt they had reach of 21 house-,

hold items or Conveniences. Having or notihaYing these items :is in part

indicative .
of the'lexel of economic resourdes available to the family;

but it is also indicalive of patterns of family life and, in some cases,

of values. Item analysis (Guttman sealing technique) was used to redpce

the 21 items to 13 among which there was a coriistent, cbmulative rela-
tionship it ,both time per,iods. Table 13 Shows changes in the percents

having each of, these items and in the percents scoring'six or-above on

the 13-item scale. '

The changes, in general, wee slight a4Awwere not statistically

significant. Most changes_were positive; although in. Group III, there

was a decrease in the.percent of clients scoring six or above on the
composite scale. The,greatest: increase overall was in Group IV, buI this

was almost matched by the change in the control group. Most clients in

all groups had electricity, a refrigerator and'a_Stove. Fewer had piped

vater, an inside toilet, a sink, a freezer or4a,the other items in the

scale. The level of living of Jamilies remained low in all groups.

Food consumption patterns, which are treated in Tables 14 and 15,

are an important aspect oK, the family's style of\life. Table 14 shows

responses to a question as to the frequency with Vhich eggs, meat, f'ruit

and 4111lk a'included in-the family diet. No consistent pattern of dif-

ferences among the groups was found after the operation of the special

programs for one year, although foods indeach category appeared to be

eaten slightly more frequently by,members of the program groups than by

members of the control group. A greater percentage of the controlsIgroup

members reported that their families ate the ?elected f6ods less than,

once a week, if ever. Fruit was consumed with lesS frequency than the

other foods considered.in this table.

A somewhat more specific and exhaustive measure was used to gener'ate

the data shown in Table 15. Clients were'asked to list all foods-which'

had been eaten by the family during each of the previous two days. The

items li'sted were then classified according to the scheme shown in the -

tahle. Foods in the bread, meat,and vegetable groups Wad been eaten

"iuring the pr,evious two days by nearly all the families, irregardless of

grotp. 'Ik'oods in the milk and potato grouping were, less frequently eaten,

1

See Jerry W. Robinson, Residential Stratification in Old City: its

Substantive Meaning and Predietive Utility, Ph.D. Dissertation, Mississippi
5tate University, August 1966.

40'
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Table 13. Chenges in percent poetessing selected household items

Items

Grfj.s..__11 Group II Group III 'Oroup IV
Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services 'Only

(N=941... (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- Percent Pbssessing -

Electricity
Time #1 85.7 90.3 78.3
Time #2 91.1 93.5 91.3
Change 5.4 3.2/

_
13.0

Refrigerator
Time #1 67.9 80.6 71.7
Time #280.4 80'4 90.3 ad_
'Change 12.5 9.7 - 2.2

Stove
Time #1 . 66.0 80.6 60.9

Time #2 75.0 93.5 .
67.4

Change 9.0 12.9 6.5
.

Piped water
Time #1 26.8 25.8 28.3

Time #2 23.2 41.9 34.8
Change - 3.6 16.1 6.5

Inside tOilet
.

Time #1 30.4 25.8 21.7

Time #2 25.0, ' 29.0 19,6

Change -5.4 3.2 - 2.1

Kitchen sink
Time #1 23.2 12.9

Time #2 21.4 22.6
.23.9

19.6 .

Change - 1.8 9.7 - 4.3

Freezer
Time #14L 25.0 32.3 21.7

Time #24114 32.1 41.9 26.1

Change 7.1 9.6 7-
Telephone

Time #1 14.3 38.7 10.9

Time #2 21 4 48 4 23,9

Change 7.1 9.7 13.0

Newspaper (weekly)
.

Time #1 19.6 16.1 15.2

Time #2 12.5 16.1 8,7

Change 7.1 .
- 6.5

4 1

79.2

laa_
8.3

79.2
85.4
6.2

54.2
62.5'
8.3

33.3
43.7
10.4

25.0
27,1

2.1

25.0
29.1

4.1

12.5
12.5

6.2
6.2

12.5

16.7

4.2
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Table 13. Continued
.111

Items

Grocip I Group II Group III

Control
Group
(N=56)

Training
& Income
-(N=31)

Special

Services
(N=46) ,

bath or shower
Time #1 10.7 9.7 ' 13.0

Time 42 8.9 16.1 10.9

Change

Running hot water

- 11.8 6.4 - 2.1

A

Time #1 ' 7.1 9.7 10.9

Time #2 16.1 10.9

Change
_5.......14

1.7 6.4'

MagazApes (other than
women's or farm)

Tjme #1 12.5 9.7 8.7

Time #2 1.8 9.7 2.2

Change -10.7 - 6.5

Pick-up truck
Time #1 8.9 2.2

Time #2 9.7 -

Change

Scores high on level
living scate**

of

_71.1_
- 1.8 9.7 - 2.2

Time #1 19.6 16.1' 23.9

Time #2 27._14 25.8 15.2

Change
_

17.8 9.7 - 8.7

Group IV
'Income

. Only
(N=48)

12.5

12.5

18.7

32.24-
18.7

* Chi square s'-g-rliticant. See Footnote, Table 3: '

** Scale scores 6 and above on scale formed by the 13 items above.

Coefficient of Reproducibility: TI=0.92; T2=0.93.

and those in butter and fruit grouping were eaten by very few families. A

The percent in Group III eating foods in at least five of_the seven
categories was greater than in the other group% but this group was not
different from the control group at a statistically significant level.

Thus there is no clear evidence that program participation sig-
nificantly altered family eating patterns. In addition'to the data in

Tables 14 and 15, no significant differences were found in the Time #2
survey in number of family meals per day, frequency of grocery shopping

or percentage of families in which school children had lunch each day.

4 2
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Table 14. Frequency with which selected fodds are eaten
by the family

Foods and Frequency"

GroUp 1 Group II Group III Group IV
Control
Group

(N=56)

Training Special

& Income Services
(N=31) (N-146)

Income
Only
tN=48)

- - - Percent Eating - - -

Eggs .

Daily 46.4 .. 48.4 .58.7 56.2

At least once a week 30.4 45.2 347 39.6
Less than once a week 14.3 3.2 44 2.1

Seldom on never 0.9 3.2 2.2 2.1

1.00.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0
Meat

Dgily 58.9 70.9 67.4 68.8
At least once a week 32.1 16.2 28,2 24.9
Less than once a week 5.4 9.7 2.2 2%1

Seldom or never 3.6 2.2
loo.o

_La
loo.o

__Ii._ .

loo.oloo.o
Fruit

Daily
,

28.6 16.1 8.7 24.9

At least once a weelc,,,. 33.9 67.7 63.0 52-.2

Less than once a week 19.6 9.7 19.6 10.4

Seldom or never 1242 " 6 5 --1.2_ 12...

100.0 1,00.0
.

loa.o 1-00.0

Milk
.

,

Daily 57.1 ..58.0 58.6 . 72.9
At least once a week 16.1 29.0 .3,2.6 22.9

Less than once.a week 17.9 6.5 . 4.4 2.1

Seldom or never L9 6.5 4.4 2.1

0. 100.0
lik

100.0 100.0 100.0

*Time #2 only. Ch.i squares not calculated. Frequencies are non-
cumulative.

All clients reported that their families ate either two or three meals
a day. Those eating three rather than two included 43% of the control
group, 45% of Group II, 59% of Group..III and 60% of Group IV. Groceries
were purchased at least once a week by 48% of Group I, 65% of Group II,
46% of Group 1)1 and 44% of Group IV. Only 13 0.4ents reported that
their school children did'no eat lunch regularly. Nine of these were
in Group I, Chree'were in Group I and one.was in Group IV.

Use of medical and dental services and prevalence of untreated
health problems is another"area of life style which is frequently con-
sidered in studies of social rank and mobility. Table 16 shows respons,es
to questions asked in the Time #2 survey abOut medical and dental treat-
Ment received durin9 the previous year. As expected, Group III, which
received medical and dental services for mother and children as a major
program input, had the greatest percent reporting use of these services

X

4 3
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Table 15. Percent,whose families had selected foods duriag
previous two days

*

aL2a2_1 L2LE_Ii Group III Group IV,

Control Traning Special . Ibcome.

Group, .g. Income Services Only

. Foods (N=56) '(N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

-'- - Pereent Eati'n - - -

A. Bread, flour; cereals:'
oatmeal, grits, bread
products, sweets, rice,
macaroni 100.0

B. Meat, poultry, fish,
eggs, meat substitutes:
cheese, nuts, peanut
butt,er, dried vegetables,

pork and beans 100.04

C. Milk arid milk.products,
desserts, pudding, ice
cream 60.7

D. Butter and margaripe 16.1

100.0 1,7.8

96.8

67.7

6.5

95.8 ,

100.0 97.9

76.1 74.9

10.9 12.5

E. Vegetables (deep green
and yellow): greens,
spinach, broccoli, green
beans; carrots, squash,
pumpkin 87.5 90.3

80.4 89.6

F. Fruits (citrus) and
tomatoes 14.3 29.0 26.1 24.9

G. Potatoes, other vegetables
and other fruits '1/4-7 69.6 51.6 63.0 4,7.9

Five or more of the above
66.1 58.1 71.7 547.2

*Time #2 only.

during the year. The differences were especially marked as regards

medical and dental services received by children. Statistically signif-

icant diffecences from the control group standard were also found in

Group II on having seen a dentist and in Group IV on children'having

been treated by.a physician. Overall, members of the three program

groups reported more contacts,with physicians and dentists than did

members of the control group.

4 4



Table 16. Use of medical and dental services by
sclients and their children

*
Service

*

)Have seen a doctor in
past year_

Have.been treated by
doctor in past year

Have seen a 4entist in
past'year

HaVe been treated by
dentist in past year

Children have, seen
doctor in past year

Children have been
treated by doctor in
past year

Children have seen
dentist in past year

Children have been
treated by dentist en.
past year

.04

Self or child has serious
health problem not being
treated

Grot.p_JI Group II, .Group_IIL Group IV
I

Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services Only.

(N=56) IN71) (N=46) (N=48)

- .- - Percent - - -

60.6 80.6 89.1*

44.6 41.9 69.5*

26.8 61.3* 30.4

17.9 38.7 28.3*

62.5 58.1 .97.8*

50.0 41.9 78.2*

28.6 32.3

25.0 19.4 73.9*

69.6 80.6

77.1

61+.6

43.7

.41.7*

81.2

71:1*

39.6

33.3_

84.8 62.5

*Chi square significant. ..See Footnote, Table 3.

**TiMe

The last item in Table 16 shows that a large percentage of respon-
dents, in each group reported that either they or their children were

suffering at the time of the interview frqp serious health problems which
were not then being treated. The greater Iloercentages in Groups II and III

reportlng such problems,could be partially the result of heightened sensF-
tivity in these groups as a result of eXperience with the program inputs.

Participation in formal and informal social activities is sometimes
taken as an indicator of social rank and often is treated as an important

45
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channel of social mobility. 'Few relationships have been more consistently
- documenteein sociolOgy than that between social participation and socio-

economic status. The leel of participation is lowest in the grouping with
lowest status. In many surveys,.the level of ilivolvement of the poor in
.foTmal organizations has been found to be so low as tOmake quantitative
analysis impossibie or'meaningless.1

Two me.asures of social participation are shown in Table 17. The

first deals with informal participation. Thefe were decreases in the
percents of clients in Groups I and IV who,reported having,two or more
friends. In Group II, which had the greatest percent with two dr more
friends at Time #1, there was no change, Ind in Group III there was a
slight increase. One possible reason for the contrast between Groups III
and IV on this variable could be the highr level of group-related
activities in the program conducted for Group III.

Formal social participation is -shOwn by the other.four items An
Table 17. The most significant finding in these data is that there was a
major shift in all four cli.ent-groups away from-almost exclusive involve-
ment in.religious organizations. at Time #1 to a moderate to high level of
involvemen4 in secular organizations at Time #2. This shift took place
among the clients themselves'and among other members of their families.
It was perhaps most pronounced among theachildren. Tha greatest change,

occurred in Group III, but did not differ significantlVfrom 4hat in
Gr,Oup I.

*

There was.also a general increase during the year, although a less
dramatic one, in the percent of clients reporting having engaged in
selected informal leisure-time activities during the month preceeding
the interview. These data are shown in Table 18. Consistent with pre-
vious surveys of low-intome populations, the percents werd very low even
at Time #2 in activities which would require expenditu es of money.
Visiting with friends remained as the most popular leis re act4vity among
those considered. The greater increase cri Groups 11,, II and IV than

in the control group in the percents who said they had spent time during
the previous month reading books might reflect the adult basic education
experience common to the three program groups. As indicated by scores on
the cumulative scale, shown as the final item in Table 18, the level of
involvement in these leisure-time behaNiiors declined in Group ll while it
increased in the other three groups.

One additional indicator of life patterns included in the study had
to do with experience of selected problems. As shown Table 19, there
was a decrease in Groups I and IV in percent who/./said they had gone for a
full day during the year with nothing to eato buk a slight increase
appeared in Groups II and III. Only a smalf number of respondents or'

1. See Kaufman, Wilkinson and Cole, 2e. cit.

Civil rights groups were organized in a number of areas of
Mississlppi for the first time during the year govered by the study.
These groups accounted for a small portion of the increase in secular
participation in Groups III and IV in Madison County.
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Table 17. Change in voluntary social pacticipbtion
4

p.

Indicators

Geoup4 Geoup II GeOup III Geoup iy
Control Training Special Income
Group & Income Services Only

Percent with tw
more friends

Time #1
e Time #2

Change

(N=56)

76.8

69.6
- 7.2

Percent participating
4n religious groups only

Time #1 96.4
Tin #2 N *67.9
Ch nge 8.5

Percent pa rcipating
in a seculat organization

Tim #1 3.6
TL #2 23,2

(N=31) (N=46)

87.1 78.3
87.1 82.6.

43

93.5 89.1
83.9 ' 54.3
- 9.6 -34.8

3.2 43
12,9 !ad_

(N=48)

,,

gg:7
64.6

89.6;
54.2

-35.4

4.2
35.4

Ch ge 9.7 39.2 31.2

Percent withother family
members in religions only

Time #1
Time #2
Change

Percent with other 'famiry
members in a secular
organization

Time #1
Time #2

t

Change

96.4 84.8 89.6
37.5 6 .5 32.6 1 45.8
-58.9 -19.4 -52.2. I -43.8 ,

3.6 12.9 8.7
55.4 r 32.3 65,2
51.8 19.4 56.5

members of respondens ilies had been arrested at either time period,
and few had been evicted.from their homes. There w,ere slight increases
in Groups III and IV in the percent whose utilities had been cut off
during the.year for failure to pay their bills, but only a few families
were involved.

Personal Orientation

'4

There is a widely held assumption tbat the attitudes and cognitions
Of the individual make a great.deal of difference in how he responds to
resources and problems in his situation. The goal model approach fol-
lowed in the present study posits changes of a sociaI-psychologjcal"

4 7
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Table 18. Change in ptrcent engaged in selected leisure-time
activities in previous month

, ..SIDLPII iL2LIR_LL Group 111, Group IV

Control 'Training Special Income

Activities in , Croup & Income Services Only

Previous month** i (N-56) _ (N-31)

. J - -

Having friends into
your home

Time #1 67.9 87,1

Time #2 85.7 87.1
Change 17.8 __

Visiting friends'- homes
Time #1 v.

67.9 74.2

Time #2 75.0 74.2

Change 7-1 -- ,

Reading books
Time #1 51.8 -.45.7 ,

Time #2 62.5 , 2.242._o
Change 10.7 25.7

Eating out
,

Time' #1 14.3 16.1

Time #2 26.8 16 1

Change 12.5 -

Making home repairs
Time #1 5.4 16.1

Time #2 5.14 .65
Change - 9.6

Fishing
Time #1
Time #2
Change,

7.1 16.1

14.3 1.2
7.2 -12.9

Sightseeing
Time #1 8.9 12.9

Time'#2 17.9 _ia_
Change 9.0 - 3.2

Attending sports
Time #1

, 7.1 9.7
.Time #2 5.i14_ 16 1

Change - 1.7 6.4

Dancing
Time #1 1:8 12.9

Time #2
Change

_8...2_

7.1

_22..._

- 3.2*
11,

4 8

(N-46) (I-48)

- Percent

84,8
86.9

- - -

,

'

75.0

2.1

80.4
89.1

e91.7

16.7

70.8
83.3,

8,7 12,5

\ 58.7 47.9

1 76.1 /LI_
17.4 1 27.1

13.0 12.5

*28.3 4.2

15.3 - 8.3*

23.9 .16.t

15.2 22.9

- 8.7 6.2*

19.6 6.2
22.9

4.3 16.7

17.4

10,9
8.3
6.2

- 6.5 - 2.1

8.7 2.1

10.9 10 4

2.2 8.3

8.7 4,2
6.2

_LIJ./._

- 14. 14, 2.0

I
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Table 18. ,COntinued

) amaa-_t . Gsoup II Group III Group IV1
Control Training Special, Income

Aetivities in Group & Income Services ,Only
Previous Month (N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)4 ' '" Percent - -

Attending movies
Time #1 9.7
Time #2 _LA__ 12.9 19.6,

10.9

6.2
8.3

Change 5.4 3.2
. 2.1

Attendind parties .

2.2 2.1

_1,7.._ lo.4
6.5 8.3

Time #1 1.8 6.5
Time #2 13.,9._ _1,1_
Change 1 7.1 - 3.3

I

.

)'

'Scores high on teisure
behavior Fale

Time #1 16.0 25.8
Time #21 11.4,2_ 1.9.41_
Change 8.9 - 6.5

'21.7 16.6

3o.4 18.7

8.7 2.1

*Chi square significant. See Footnote, Table 3.

*4Scale scores of 4 orchigher on scaly forme4 by the 11 items

above. Coefficient of Reproducibility; T'=0.93; T20.93..

nature as key intervenim or intermediate variables between program com-
ponents,and long-range Outcomes. Attention in measurement was thus
given to assessing changes in aspirations, achievement orientations,
feelings of alienation end levels of satisfactoPon with community services -

and opportunities.

Relatively little is known from systematic research abdut the kinds
of changes in personal outlook which signal movement into a mobility
channel. It would appear that under certain types of conditions, vpward
mobility would be facilitated by the adoption on the part of the indiviOmal
of a negative, perhaps even hostile stance, toward the status quo. An
analYsis.of pme of the data from 66 Time #1 survey has shown that many
of those wilh characteristics such as youth, good health-and relatively
high education scored highest on the alienation-measures.1 On'the other
hiand, the traditional routes to upward social mobility in this society
Kaye been through adoption of the perspective of those Of'higher social
rank. How these two notions might be reconciled is a major question for
iociety at this time as well as for social science.

1. This shown in Ross, 2a. cit Chapter III.

4 9
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)

Table 19. Change in experi4 ence of selected probtems in
previous year

,

Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Control
Group

Problems (N=56)

Training
& Income
(N=31)

Special

Services
.(N=46)

InCome
Only

(N 8

Been without food for a
whole day

Tim #1 16.1

Time #2 14.3

- -,Percent

12.9

16.1

Who Have

13.1

19.6

-

37.5
22.9

Change - 1.8 3.2 6.5 -14.6

ften arreted r

Time #1 5.4 43 2.1

Time #2 1.8

Change -3.6 4.2

Another Member of house-
hold arrested

, Time #1 12.5 9.7, 6.5 6.3

Time #2 3_:.- 37,
12.5

. Change - 8.9 -1.7
_Li_
2.2. 6.2

Bettri evicted from home
Time #1 4 1.8 3.2 4.2 ' I
Time #2 2.1

Change - 1.8 -.3.2 - 2.1

i k .

HA -qtillities disconnected
l.i lime #1 12.5 6.5 2.2 4.2

Time #2 3.6 10.9 10.4

Change i $ - 8.9
_LI_

8.7 .6.2

As an example of some of Ife'interpretive problems facing research
such as this and of the possible'infusion of attitudinal factors into
behavioral performances, the data in Table 20 may lye'considered. Theso
data are based on results of a non-verbal test, ostensibly orinte1N-
gence, administered as part of the interview,at Time #1 and again at\

Time #2. The test required 15 minutes and was usually taken in the ome

or th'e' respond rit. It consisted primarily of a series of four-picture

sets. In each set the respondent was eSked to' mark the one picture which,
for example, differed from the others. \Raw performance scores of the
respondents were translated into stanine ranks accOrding to,national
norms for adults. As shown in Table 20, many of the scores at Time #)

were in the lowest categories according to the,national norms. 'The

major concern, of course, was witil changes which mi.ght occur duising the
succeeding year as a result of the special program ifiputs and other
experiences of the clients. As the table show5; the\changes werliusub-
stantial and consistent across the four groups but were in a direction .

opposite to that expected. Scores were consistently lower at Tinte #2.

'

5 0
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Table 2 . Change in non-verbal teser performance scores

Indicators

i'2112._! Group II roup III Group IV
Control Trainjng Special Income

0..Group & 4,ncome . lervices Only
(N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

Q
.Percent scoring above 1

lowest category\
Time #1 30.4
Time #2 _ 16.1

Change -14.3

Pergent4C7Thg above ,-

lowest two categories 1"--

4
Time #1 \ it,

10.7

Time #2 7.1
Change - 3.6

)
45.2 45.7 68.7
22.6 434.8 56.2
-22.6 -10.9 . -12.5

22.6 8.7 41.7
20.86.,12_

-16.1;;*
_8.7.._

70.9**

*SO Non-Verbal. Test, .Industrial Version.
.

:Chi square sighificanr. See footnote:jable 3.
t

The best that can be Concluded with th& data at hand
A
is that there was

. a major,.general shift in the orientations of the cljents during the year.
_There rs nO.evidente that gr up assignment and program eperience
influenced this shift.

k

In a more traditional ein, occupational 'and education aspirations
Ray be' 'assumed to form a central coMponent of one's mobility orientation
,in American'society. Table 21 shows crianges which occurred in the
clients' occupational aspirations and expectations.for themselves and
for their childrep. The percentage aspi.rihg to white collar jobs for
themserves,,whith was small to begin with, decreased slightly from
TAme #1 to Time.#2 in GroLips IL and III and remained stable in Group IV.
The percent expecting ec acquire a white collar job was also very small
and changes were irregular. Aspirations for one's child were generally
much higher than for oneself, as were expectations.

,

The...most notable differences among groups, though not statisfically
significant, were in occupational aspirations and expectations for
ohildren. The per ent aspifing to and the perc t,expecting white collar
occupations' for th ir children increased more a7 reached higher 'levels
in Group II than 1 the other groups. Anticipatory goal deflection-(i.e.
the difference.be ebn aspLrations and expectations) increased in Group III
while decreasirig in the other groups. This.suggests *that among Group III
members there was.an increase of the prevalence of conflict between
desired goajs.on the'one.hand, and perceived4chances of:attaining those
goals on the other.

//
,

Table 22 shows that there was an 'increase in all groups 141 the
percent aspiring to'a college education for their oldest child and in
the.plercent expecting the same.' -Tilt het iiicrease in aspirations, however,

.

i
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Table 21. Change n occurational aspirations and expectations
fo7elf and child ,

,Group I Groh II Group III Group IV

Control Training Special Income

Aspirations/ Group & Income Services Only

Expectations (N=56)

4spires to whittcollar or
skilled job for self

Time #1 12.5

Time #2 17.9
Change 5.4

Expects white collar or
, skilled job for self ..,

Time #1 5.4

Time #2
Change - 5.4

Aspires to white collar
job for oldest child

- Time #1 73.2
Time'2 69.6

Change - 3.6

(N=31) (N=46)

- - - Percent -

12.9 10.9

9.7
- 3.2

_6..5._
- 44

3.2 4.3
10.9_ill_
6.6

Expects white collar job
for oldest child

Time #1 50.0

Time #2 51.8

Change 1.8 ,

...

(N=48)

14.6

14.6

10.4

6.2
- 4.2

67.7

21,1:1_

67.4

212_
81.2

/LI_
9.7 43 - 4.1

45.2 47.8 52.1

61.3 41.3 56.2

16.1 - 6.5 4.1

was greater than the increase in expectations in all groups except *
Group IV. The percent expecting their child to geaduate from high school
only decreased in three groups, while the percent expecting their child
to/get a college ectucation increased in all groups. This reflects a

sharp decline, especially in Groups III and IV, in the percent expecting
high school graduation but not coljege graduation for their child.

While-these and the other crnges provoke interesting speculations,
the differences in patterns of c ange in aspirationsand expectations
among the groups were not great enough to be statistically significant.

The trends most evident in the data on change were the following:
(1) aspirations and expectations for self remained at a low level or
declined slightly, (2) aspiratlons and expectations for children were
raised, sharply in swe cases, and (3) the increase in aspiratiol for
2ThMdren was greaterikhan the increase in expectations for children.

Th amtrol and program groups were more alike thanlifferent in exhib-
itin there4ratterns.

L 52.



Table 22. Change in educational aspiration and expectations
for oldest.child

45

-

Aspirations/
Expectations

Group_i
Control

Group
(N=56)

Group/ II Group IlI
Trazining Special

& /Income Services
(N=31), (N=46)

Aspires itj6 college

graduati n for child

- - - Percent -

Time #1- 37.5 / 41.9 39.1
Time #2 60.7 54.8 65.2
Change 23:2 12.9

Expects college
graduation for child

Time #1 23.2 29.0 17.4

Tide #2 30.4 32. 30.4
Clionge 7.2 3.3 13.0

Expects at lealt high
school graduation for child

Time #1 58.9 51.6 69.6
Time #2 54.& 58.7
Change 3.5 3.2 -1d9

Group IV
Income
Only

(N=48)

22.9
41.7

18.8

66.7
43.8

-22.9

One measure of the mobility potential of adults is the extent to
which they are willihg and able to accept hardships and sacrifices in
order to increase their economic resources. Under certain conditions,
such willingness is indicative of achievement motivation and ability to
defer gratification, both of whigh are widely assumed in the social-
psychological literature to be requisites for upward mobility. Under
other conditions, lack of such willingness might reflect lack Of trust
in promises of future pay-off, absence of health and other resources
needed to take advantage of opportunities, or inability to view a better
future as possible. In either case, lack of willingness or ability to
accept inconveniences can be a severe barrier to mobility.

Clients were asked at both time periods whether they would be
willing to accept what was described as "a good job, that is one. paying
$300 to $400 a month," if the job entailed certain conditions. Ten
conditions were listed and clients were asked to indicate their willing-
ness or unwillingpess o accept the job under each of the conditions
taken separately. The e ten conditions were found, as in previous
research, to form a cu ulative scale. As shown in Table 23, there was
a remarkable level of onsistency from Time #1 to Time #2 in the order
among the condition$ as indicated by theyercents,of client4who would
be willing to accept the job under them.

Between the two time periods, there.was a general tendencY -TOFF the
level of willingness to accept the job under the vprious conditions to

5 3
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Table 23. Change in percent willing to accept selected conditions
in order to get a job earning $300-$400 a month

Conditions

GL2221
Comtrol

Group '

(N=56)

Group II Grcup III Group IV

Training
& Income
(N=31)

Special

Services,

(N=46)

Income
Only,Q'

(N=48)

a night
Time #1
Time #2
Change

ive up spare time

78.6
62.5

- - - Percent Willing -

77.4 80.4

35.5 78.3

- -

68.8

-16.1 -41.9 - 2.1 12.5*

Time.#1 . 60.7 80.6 80.4 87.5

Time #2 11.11,..2_ -Th 89.1 87.5__
Change

_6..2..5.-

1.8 -38.7* 8.7* -

Keep political views quiet
Time #1 . 58.9 71.0 82.6, 83.3

Time #2 60-7 41.9 82.6 72.9

Change l..8 -29.1 -10.4

Work..,harder than nix.,

Time #1 57.1 1 .o, 84.8 ,81.3

Time #2 60. 93.5 . 85.4

Change 3.6 -35.5 .8.7* 4.1*

Have more responsibility ,

Time #1 .
64.3 64.5 80.4 75.0

Time #2 all_ 41.9, 84.8 85.4

Change

teave friends in-community

- 7.2 -22.6
.

4.4* 10.4*
.

Time #1 58.9 58.1 73.9 66.7

Time #2 50.0 31.2_ 76.1 Z2,8
Change - 8.5 -19.4 2.2* 4.1

Leave this community

.-

Time #1"
i. 39.3 35.5 60.9

,

41.7 .

.
Time #2 30.4_ 16.1 5.61.11_ 39.6

Change --
_

8.9 -19.4 - 4.4 - 2.1

,

Be away from family .

Time #14? 33.9 32.3 3)r 31.3

Time 42""'
-

28.6 3 10 29.2

Change 5.3
,.

_6...5._

-25.8
.

- 2.1

Move around the county a lot -

Time #1 24.9 41.3 20.8

Time #2 17.8/ 12.9 284 24.9

Change - 7.1 -12.9 '4-13.0 4.1

5 4
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Table 23. Continued

Group I Group II Group III Group IV
, Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services Only

Conditions (N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- - -.Percent Willing - -

.Endanger your health
w Time #1 'f. 5.4 3.2 .8.7 6..3

Time #2 1.8 _6t.5_ L.6..5_
Change - 3.6 30 - 2.2 - 6.3

Scores high on
Willingness Scale**

Time #1 51,7 51.6 71.7 64.5

Time #2 i 44.6 25.8 73.8 64.5

Change 7.1 - -25.8 2.1,

*Chi square significant. See Footnote, Table 3.

**Scale scores of 6 or above on scale formed by the 10 items
above. Coefficient of Reproducibility: 11=0.93; T1=0.9f.

decrease. This is shown by the cumulative scale scores and by the
individual items. The greatest decrease was in Group II. Contrary to
this tendency, there was a Statistically signifrcant increase in the
percent willing to -accept several conditions in Group III and.%to a

slightly, lesser extent.in Group IV. It is striking that Group II,
which received work experience and training during the year, should be
the one in which there was a consistent and sharp decrease in percent
willing to accept,the various conditions, and that Groups III and IV

should Tun more against the general trend in the client population. -

Part of the reason might be that the context or frame of reference
within Which the question was answered became more realistic for Group Il
members during the course of the year. This, for example, was very
likely the caSe regarding the condition, "work harder than you do now,"
on which the percent willing to accept the job decreased by one-half-in
Group II but_increased in the other groups. The conditions had meLre

objective mleaning for those who had been employed. In Groups III and

IV, It is probable that'increased motivation for income resulting frim
the program inputs and other factors was less constrained than ip
Group Il by immediate concrete experience of some of these problems.

A somewhat related pattern may be noted in Table Ai which summarizes
.data on clients' indications of preference for -a_klfare'check versus
a job paying selected amounts. The first item inthe table shows that
ther was very little change in the small percent who would prefer a
job i it paid $15 a month less than they had been getting from welfare.
For ma y of these client; a reduction of $15 jnikonthly income could be
disatr9us,. For others, perhaps, a job paying so little would been seen
as hard y worth the effort and cost of arranging for child care, trans-

,....je,ortation, clothing, etc. The percent who would take a lob at $100 a

410.

5 5ir
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Table 24.

.
. -

Change on preference of job over welfare check
n er selected conditions

gL2Ra_L Group 11 Group.111 Group IV

Control Training Special Income

Preference/ Group & Income 'Services . Only

Conditions (N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- 101.1'cent - - -

Prefer job jf monthly-pay
is $15 less tharvmelfare

Time #1 5.4 6.5 6.5 6.2

Time 12.5 6,5_ 10:9 6.2

Change 7.1 44

Prefer job if monthly pay
is $100 more than welfare

Time #1 92.9 87.1 95.7 ' 91.7

Time #2 sad_ 93.5 ILL 97.9

Change - 3.6 6.4 - 44 6.2

Prefer job if monthly pay
is $50 more than wel,fare

Time #1 87.5 87.1. 93.5 81.2

Time #2 Zi_ 61.3 84.8 11,1_
Change
..

-12.6 -25.8 - 8.7 2.1

,

Prefer job if monthly pay
is same as welfare

Time #1 44.6 58.1 47.8 45.8

Time #2 37,5 , 16.1 39.1 14.1.7

Mlange 7.1 -42.0 - 8.7 - 4.1

Scores high on
.. )

Job Preference Scale**
Time #1 46.4 48.4 56.5 39.6

Time #2 39.3 16.1 41.3 3.1.!..1EN

Change 7.1 -32.3 -15,2 - 4.2

*Scale scores 3 and 4 on scale formed by the 4 items above.
Coefficient of Reproducibility: T1=0.90; T2=0.90.

month more than their welfare check remained high, increasing slightly

in Groups II and IV and decreasing in Groups I and III. Where the job

would pay only $50 a month more)than welfare and where the amounts
would be the same, there was a decrease,in all groups in percent who

would favor the job over the welfare check. As on previous measures,

the greatest decrease was in Group II.

These data support the contention that economic rationality is a

major factor in jobiorientatiOn of the welfare poor. As against more

popular stereotypes, the picture that emerges from these data shows the

clients to be quite careful in.their calculations of advantage and

5 6
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possibility. It would appear that members of Group II, who received
more genuine experience in economic matters, became even more rational
during the year.

The overall decreases in percent willing to accept adverse condi-
tions in order to hold jobs and percent willing to give up welfare checks
for jobs paying little more than they were receiving point to trends
which could 'have i rtant implications for public welfare policy. They
point to an increa ed emphasis on security values within the welfare
population, reflec ng in part increases in cost of living and, thus,
decreases-in relative well-being. As one additional example of this
trend, there was a decrease in all groups in the per:cent who said that
they would advise their child to take a Kigher paying job with less job
security rather than one paying a moderate income but which he would be
certain of keeping.

Selected aspects of the clients'. orLentations toward public welfare
are treated in Tables 25, 26 and 27. The first of these deals with
'ttanges in attitudes held by the clients toward People on welfare and
thus indirectly toward themselves. Overall there waslitie change
between the two surveys. Clients in all four groups confinued to
respond to the agree-disagree items in ways which were generally indica-
tive of sympathy toward people on welfare. The first item in Table 25
might be an exception to'lhis trend. On the other hand, the relatively
small percentage of clieni) disagreeing with this' item could represent
a strong desire-to fihd- ways to get pedple, themselves included, off of
welfare and into a status of self-sufficiency. The relatively smal.;

changes from TiMe #1 to Time #2 were not associated with group assign-
ment..

The data in Table 26 show that there was an overall decrease over
the year in the percent of clients expressing a gener'ally favorable
attitude toward the welfare department and system. Most clients con-
tinued to feel that welfare support-levels were inadequate and that
welfare department workers did nof really understand their problems.
While changes were slight on both of these items, there was a greater
tendency in Group IV , than in the other groups, toward a more negative
attitude. On other items, however the percent expressing apprOval of
the welfare department increased more in Group IN than in any other
group. On the last three items, chan es in Group II were in Sharp

contrast with those in Group IV. In Group II, there were substantial
decreases in the percent who felt that the welfare department does not
play favorites and in the percent who agreed that the welfare depart-,

rent tries to help anyone who really needs help.
,

Clients were also asked at each time period whether they felt
that being on welfare made any difference, either positively or nega-
tively, to other people with whom they associated. Table 27 shows

that there were suggestive,though not statistically significant, dif-
ferences among the groups in changes between Time 10 and Time #2. In

Group IV, there was an increase ih the percent who felt that their
welfare status made a difference to their retatives, while in Groups II
and III there was a decrease. There were also deCreases in Group II in

the percent who thought this status made a difference to grocery. store

,3 5.7
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Table 25. Change in attitudesItoward welfare clilents

6roup I Group I I. Group III
Control. Training Special

Group & Income Services

Attitude Items

Group IV
Income

Only

(N=56) .(N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent - - -

Disagrees that "there are too
many people receiving welfare
who.should be working"

Time #1 16.1

Time #2 28.6

Change

, 22.6 23.9
22.6 30.4

6.5

Agrees that "4n general)most
, people getting welfare try to r

find jobs so that they can
support themselves"

Time #1 78.6 77t-- 89.1 77.1

Time #2 85.7 7LI.,2 - 89.1 95.8

Change 7.1 - 3.2 18.7

Disagrees that "most people
on welfare could easily ,get
along if their welfare money
were stopped" ,

Time #1 89.3 67.7 97%8 89.6

Time #2 80.4 80.6 86.9 89.6

Change - 8.9 12.9 -10.9

27.1
25.0

- 2.1.

Scores high on scale of
sympathy for werfare clients* ,

Time #1 91.0 87.0 95.6 95.8
Time #2 4 92.8 ' 87.0 95.6 100.0

Change _ 1.8 4.2

*Scale scores,0 and 1 on scale-formed by the 3 itdms above.

Coefficient of Reproducibility': T1=0.97; 12=0.98.

owners and the percent who thought this made a difference to landlords
(with both of whom they hid regular dealings), but an increase in the
pertent who felt that it made a dicfference to other store owners (with
whom, perhaps, they had less frequent contacts). These changes in
Group II, while involving a small number of clients, are consistent with
the dual roles played by members of this group during the year: they

were both employed persons and welfare recipients.

Among Group III members,there were increases in percents who thought
their welfare status made a difference to grocers and to landlords,
respectively, but no change in the percent who thought it made a dif-
ference to other store owners. There is some evidence, though not
documented systematically in these data, that clients felt that their

r8
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Table 26, Change in attitudes toward thelwelfare department

AttitUde )tems

aroi._ipl Group II Group III Group IV
, Control Training Special Income

Group & Income ServiCes Only
(N=56) (N=31) : (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent - -

Disagrees that "one of the
main troubles with welfare
is,that it doesn't give
enough money to get along on"

Time #1 7.1
Time #2 7.1

3.2

-_,9_2

2.2 .

.6.5

8.3
2.1

Change, -

Disagrees that "most of the

6,5 4.3 - 6.2

peaple .in the welfare depart-
ment do not undersland our
vroblems"

Time #T 21.4 29.0 15.2 12.5

Time #2 16.0 32.3 26:1

Change 5.4 3..3 10.9
_8.1,_
4.2'

Agrees that "the welfare
department tre5ts everyone
the same and does not play
favoritesY

Time #1 49.9 58.1 50.0 50.0
Time #2 55.4 35.5 58.7 70,8
Change 5.5 -22.6 8.7 20.8

Agrees that "the welfare
department tries to help
anyone-who:really needs
help"

Time #1 78.6 80
k
6 73.9 58.3

Time #2 21,1_ 61.3 67.4 81,1_
Change 5.4 -19.3 - 6.5 25.0

,

Aarees that "caseworkers
really help.people solve,
their problems" . .

Time #1 67.9 87.1 56.5 56.2
Time #2 73.2 80.6 67.4 .. 79.2
Chtinge 5.3 6.5 10.9 23.0 '

,

Scores high on scale.of
positive evaluation,of
welfare department" °

Time #1 74.9 77,.4 78.2 83.3
Time #2 73.1 67.7 67_3_ . 72.9
Change - 1.8 , 9.71 -10.9 -10.4

*Chi square significant. See Footn te, Table 3.

**Scares 0-2 on scale formed by the 5 items above. Coefficient of
Reproducibility: T1=0.96; T2=0.95. .41
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increased incomes, etc. from the program supplements made,them appear as
better credit risks, particularly in the eyes of landlords and grocery
store owners.1 In Group IV,there was an increase in the percent who felt
that their welfare status made a difference with reference to each of the
four groups of relevant others.

Table 27. Change in-perceptions of others' reactions to
one's welfare status

Group I Group II Group III Group IV
Control Training Special' Income

Group & Income Services Only

Others/Opinions (N=56) 04=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent -
Makes a difference to
reLatives .

14.3

19.6
19.4

6.5

.

17.4

10.9

4.2
27.1

Time #1
Time #2
Change

Makes a difference to
groceri-store.ownek

5.3 712.9 6.5 22.9

Time #1 57.1 64.5 47.8. 37.5
Time #2 53.6 61.3 69.6 45.8
Change 3,5 - .3.2 21.8 8.3..

Makes a difference to
other store owners

41.1 48.4 54.3 27.1' Time #1
Jime #2 49.9 58.1 54.3 52.1

Change 8.8 9.7 25.0
ilk ,

Makes,a difference to.
landlords

Time #1 35.7 70.9 30.4 27.1

Time #2 51.8 64.5 56.5 45.8

Change 16:1 - 6.4 26.1 18.7
AL

In summary, these data on the clients' orientations toward welfare
show that (1) there was a confinuation over the year of the clients'
general attitude of sympathy toward welfare:recipients,.(2) there was a
reduction in the percent expressing favorable attitudes toward the wel-
Are department, although the majority of clients remained favorable, and
(3) with the exception of Group LI, there was an increase in the percentage
of clients who saw their welfare status as making some difference in their'
relationships with others. In general, the program:_groups changed in much

the same ways as did the control grow.

1. See Singh, 2. cit.' 6 0
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The clients were also asked todexpress their agreement disagree-
ment* with a number of statements reflecting attitudes toward life and -

socil relathions in general. Among these were sets of statements which
have been treated in previous studies as indicators of powerlessness,,,
isolation, and normlessness -- three components of what has been called
alienation.1 Using the'Guttman.technigue, cummulative scales were developed
from the data Measuring the powerlessness and isolation components. Changes
in scores on the4e scales and on the items comprising them between Time #1
and Time #2 are shown in Tables28 and 29. Responses to othe'r items,
including those on normlessnes.s which did not scale at either time period,
are shown in Table 30.

able 28. Change in attitudes expres5ing powerlessness

qL2Le_i_ aL2112_ii Group III Group IV,

Control Training Special Income
Group & Income Services Only

Attitude Items (N=56) (N=31) . (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent - - -
Disagrees that "there is
little we can do to keep
prices from going higher"

Time #1 -

Time #2 7j 2.2 4.2
Change 7.1 2.2 4.2

Disagrees that "there is
%very little we can do to

make sure of permanent
world peace"

Time #1 5.4 6.5 6.5 14.6
Time #2
Change 10.7 8.7 - 8.3

Disagrees that "there are
a few powerful people who
run everything around here
and there is not much the
little guy can do about it"

Time #1 14.3 9.7 ' 4.3 12.5

Time #2 10.7 12.9 6.5 10.4

Change . - 3.6 3.2 2-2 - 2.1

Five alternative responses were allowed: strongly disagree,
"disagree, uncertain, agree and strongly agree. For purposes of analysis
and presentation,strongly disagree alnd disagree were combined as were
agree and strongly agree.

. 1, See Melvin Seemar, "On the Meaning of AlierCation," American
Sociological Review, 24 (December 1959), 783-791, Singh, 22. cit., and
Kaufman, Wilkinson and Cole, a. cit.

61
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Table 28. Continued

Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services Oni

Attitud/Items (N=56) (N=3..1) (N=46) (N=48)

- Percent - -

Disagrees'that "more and
more I feel helpless about-
what goes.on around me"

Time #1
Time #2
Ehange

Agrees that "people like
can change:m.11a

happening pround.here
we speak up"

Time #1
Time #2
Change

\\14..4

3.2 26.1 14.6

9.7 . 23.9 . 16.6

- 3.6 6.5 - 2.o

Agrees tha'e "each of us-
!can do a lot to improve
what people think Of our
county"

Time #1 ,

Time #2
Change

Scores low o
powerlessne

Time
Time

ale of

57.1 6i).3 65.2 56.2

64.3 6/.7 69.6 56.2

7.2 . 6.4 4.4

73.2 83.9 60.9 79.2

83.3 93.5 84.8 85,4

10.7 .9410..., 23.9 6.2
4

28.5 12.9 21.7 31.2

30.8 16.1 15.2 24.9

3.2 6.5 -,6.3

.*Scores C,1,2 on scale formed by 6 items above (reverse scoring).

Coefficient of Reproducibility. T1=0.92, T2=0.92.

Powerlessness refers to a subjective feeling of inability to control

one's fate or to influence deehision-making processes in the community or

sotiety. The scale sCores, shown as the final item' in Table 28, indi-

cate that there was only a sm.all .concentration of clients at either time-

period.along the "less-alienated" end of the scale.' A majority, of the

clients expressed strong feelings of powerlessness at both time periods.

There were no slatistically significant differences among program.groups
relative to the control group on changes from Time #1 to Time #2 in

powerlessness responses.

lolation responses, which presumably reflect a feeling of being

out of touch with others, are shown in Table 29. As.with the powerless-

ness measure, there were no stat;stically significant differences among

6 2
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changes.in the groups. Respondents were somewhat less clustered in the
more isolated scale-score cmtegories than was the c a\ e With powerless-
ness. In the control group and in Group IV, there we increases over
the yepr in the percent of clients scoring on the less- lienated end.of
the scale. The percent of less alienated scores decreased, however, in
)87s II and III.

55

Table 29. Change in attitudes expressing isolation

'Attitude Items

ar2121 Group II: Group III Group IV
Control Training Spec5a1 Income
Group & Income Services', Only
N= 6

Disagrees-that-ILthe-re are
not very many people you
can depend on"

Time #1
Time #2.
Change

8.9

Q.3.5

,,N Disagrees(that "someii.mes
1 5 feel all alone in the

world"
Time #1

i' UTime #2
rehange

Disagrees that "most people
feel lonely a lot of lhe
time"

N= 1 N=46 N=48
- - Percent - -

16.1

12.9
8.7

, 13.0 .

6.2

- 3.2 4.34 - 2.0

29.0 23.9 16.7
32.3 23.9 29.2

3.3 12.5

Time #1
. 17.9 / 9.7 8.7 20.8

/7 Time #2 14.3 16.1 13,0 16.6
Change - 3.6 6.4 4.3 -

--

.Agrees that "real friends

(

are as easy as ever to'
fin.:I"

Time #1 30.4 48.4 23.9 29.2-

---1)
Time 42 37.5 18,2_ 21.7 25,A_
Change

'N..

7.1 - 9.7 - 2.2 6.2

Agrees that "the world

1
in which we live is a

-.friendly pl-ece"
- Time #1 74.9 6l.k-- 543

Time #2 ç 69.6 64.5 52.2
opmr75.0

70.8
Change 5.7 3.2 , 2.1 - 4.2

0 6 3
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Tabl 29. Centinued 4

"Attitude Items

Group I Group II Group III Group _LV_

Control Training Special Income,g'

Group &., Income Services Only

(N=56) 0=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent - - -

Agrees that "people are juSt
naburally friendly and help-
ful" .

Time #1
Time #2
Change

Agrees'that "one can always

71.4
66.1

70.9
58.1

58.7
50.0

52%1

/LSI_
22.95.3 -12.8 - 8.7

ln he as--ts

a friendFy waYfiri

Time #1 96.4- 90.3 97.8 93.7

Time #2 . 131,2_ '93.5 93.5.

Change - 8.9 3.2 - 4.3 - 6.2

Scores low on scale of
isolati77

Time #1 48.1 64.5 45.6 548.3

Time #2 58.9 51.6 41.// 62.4

Change 10.8 -12.9 - 4.4 , 4.1 .r...-

*Scores 0,1,2,3 on scale Iormed by 7 items'above (reverse scoring).

CoeLficient of Reproducibility: T1=0.92; 12=091.

The remaining items in this set,.shown in Table 30, reflect a
variety of attitudes all of, which have to do at least indirectly with

alienation. Most of the items in this grouping have been included in
measures of normlessness used in prevrous studies. As a subjective
phenomenon, normlessness refers to a feeling that the rules of society
re not being followed, i.e. that in the mainstream of life desirable

Is are being attained through-illegitithate means. Failure of these

ite to form a cUmulative scale in the present,study probably resulted

from the wording of items not being geared to the subculture under study.

Taken as single item indicators, the responses and changes shown
in Table\ 30 reflect a picture similar to that shown 4n Tables 28 and 29.
There were few significant differences among groups in patterns of
change, but a numbet of interesting shifts in Sentiment. Significant

differences were noted in changes in responses on three items about .

politics end.one about picket-lines, neither of which had immediate
meaning to many of the clients( One interesting shift was the reduction
in all groups in the percent of clients disagreeing with the assertion
that lying is necessery to get and hold a good job. There was an

increase at Time #2 in Groups I, II, and IV in the(percent who indicated
that they had considered moving during the previous year, but no change
on this in Group III. The number who gave this reiponse, however, was

e
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Table 30. Change in selecred attitudes toward society

Attitude Items

,Group_l
.Control

'Group

(N=56),

Disagrees that "to get a
job promotion, you've got
to get in good with the
boss"

Time #1
Time #2
Change

Disagrees that "to get a
good paying job, you have
to lie a little about
yourself and what you can
do"

Time.#1 55.4

Time #2 37.5
Change ' -17.9

Disagree that "if you
,want a government job,
having pull .a4d,klqwing
somebody are, more impor-
tant than abi,lity"

.Time #1
Time #2
Change

Disagrees that-"in order
to get elected to public
office,a candidate has
to make promises he knows
he won't keep"

Time #1

Time #2
Change'

26.8

30.4
3.6,

35.7
28.6

-7,.1
A*

Disagre. es that-"the people
who run our government Rust
keep a lot of things quiet
if they want to stay inq .

. office"
Time #1 ,,.. 7.1

Time #2 . 10.7 -'

3.6

Grool_ll
Training
6, Income

croup III Group IV

Lpecial Income

Services Omly
(N=31) (N=46) (N=48) 1

- - - Percent - - -

12.9 15.2 33.3'

35.5 34.8 33.3
22.6 19.6

58.1 67.4 60.4

41.9 63.0 45.8

-16.2 4.4 -14.6

34.8 43.8
22 6 2.3.22±_

- 6.4 32.9 -10.4

22.6 39.1 60.4

25.8 26.1 33.3-'
3.2* -13.0 -27.1*

25.8 10.9 10.4

10.9 8.3 ,

-19.3 - 2.1

46-,
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'Table 30. Continued

Group I Group II Group III, Group

Control Training Special Income

Group & Income Services, Only

Attitude Items

Disagrees that'"you can't
be a success in business
antd politics without-taking
advantage of people"

(N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (N=48)

- - - Percent -
.0.

IV

ed.

'Time #1

,.- Time #2
u

Change

39.3
46.4

41.9
320

47.8
65.2

56.2

. 60.4

7.1 - 9,6 17.4* 42

Disagrees that "in order to

?
make a lOt of money a sales-
man must use "high-pressure"
salesman$hie

Time #1 32.1. 25.8 /46.5 52.1

Time #2 e 26.8 54.8 54,2_ 33.3

Chahge 5.3 29.0 . 10.8 -18.,8

Disagrees that "if a strike
is going to work, you have,
to stop people from crossing
the picket-line, even if
somebodY gets ba ly hurt"

Time #1 / 23.2 6.5 lq.4 27-dl

Time #2
\--..f.

Change

14,3 12.9 17.4 22.9

- 8:19 . 6.4* - - 4.2

-Disagrees thatk."I don't
-"get to see.my friends
as.often as lItrally
-like"

Time #1 16.1 6.5 30.4 29.2'

Time #2 19.6 - 27:1

Change
_LILL
-10.7

_6.,2_
'10..8 - 2.1

P -.i .

Disagrees that "people'

a

don't ask me to do things
with them as often as I'd
like"

4

Time #1' *, 25.0 . 19.1-or 30.4 33.3

Time #2 12.5 12.9 26.1 20.8

Change -12.5 - 6.5 - 4.3 -12.5

Have considered moving
in past year

Time # 8.9 16.1 10.9 6.3

rime ii 17.9 2e.6 10.9 18.8

Change 9.0 6.5 12.5

.61

1

*Chi squares significant. See Footnote, Table 3.
4
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very small. As indicated earlier, this was a residentially stable
population.

Careful examination of the data on alienation responses reveals
that there was in fact a great deal of change over the year with a

sizeable grouping of respondents becoming more alienated and another
..grouping becoming lesslolienated.1 Apparently, however, these changes
occurred independently of the program input-output dynamics of central
interest to this study.

-Table 31 shows the percent of:clients at Time #2 who expressed
satisfaction with services,,facilities and other characteristics of their
communities. The overall finding was that a large percentage of the
clients expressed themselves as being satisfied with vost items mentioned.
Where there were s.ignificant differences flan the control group,it Was ir
cases whefti a-smaller percent in a program-gróup than in the ontrol
group expressed themselves as satisfied: This was the case ith Group III
'on stores-and shopping opportunities,with Group IV on friend iness of
pdople, and with Groups III and IV on job opportunities. Among the pro-
gram groups's Group 14.4ad the most conslstently high- percentage of clients'
e4ressing satisfaction.

c Table 31. Satisfaction with community characteristics

.:, .

Charlteristics

_ Group I Group II Group.III 'GroLJp_11
Control Training Special Income
Group & Income Services 'Onlr
(N=56) (N=31) (N=46) (1=48)

- - PerceAt Satisfied - - -
14

Housing 71.4

toTes and shopping 82.1

Schools -98.2

Safety in streets 82.1

Churches 98.2

Friendliness of people 100.0

Job opportunities 50.0

squares significant.

2E cit.

77.4
s

58.7
.

--

Ili

52.1

87.1 65.2* 56.2

93.5 91.3 97.9'

74.2 76.1- 70,8

96.8 97.8 97.9

- 90.3 91.3 89.6*

70.9: 28.3* .20.8*

See Footnote, Table 3.
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CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Findings-

Tile purpose of the study was to evaluate the differential
influence of the program vaniables on both shOrt and long-range
indicators of client movement toward economic self-sufficiency and
improved funcaoning in society. The three program concepts--
training and income, special services, and income only--were to be
evaluated throu9h comparison with a control group in a before-after
experimental design. Yecause this was a field study involving coop-i
'eration with a tate plitiptic welfare department and touching the lives
of real clients and thei4lTamilies, several deviations from the trict
experil9ental design were necessary. The finding's thus provide not a
conclusive .test burrather a general indication of the consequences of

.

the program.concepts.

From a narrow statistical standpoint, the study was 761e to .

reveal no signifi.can/t pattern of differehces among the groups in
changes resulting 1.1cm the program variables. The small number cf
significant chi square values might themselves have resulted from
chance factors operating among such a large number of tests as wer
performed. . . ,

From a more positive perspective, the findings of the study.can
be of Nalue in indicating what has happened over the short run in at,
least one case. Short of statisticaM generalization, it ma ,be
argued that. many of the problems and fi.ndings of this stu would be :

r'eplicated in other field trials and applications ofthJprogram
concepts. Further, the minute changes and suggested patterns which
form.the malt. body,of findings of the study can be of value as a bast.%
for comparison with the, results" of future studies.

Findings regardin the three major categories Lof variables may be
summarized as follows: ,

Financial Status meaures varies:1'54ighdy from Time #1 to Time #2
in wa0 consistent with the programvariables. 5 some cases,changes
could be related directly to the program inputs. Such changes as the
increase in percent employed f-11 Group II (the Title V training and
income group), which resulted directly from a program input, are more
appropriately interpreted as program outputs than as indicators of
long-range outcomes.. There was a reduction irt Group III (the 1-115

special service group) and in Group IV (the 1115 income-only group) in
the percent employed at the time of'the interview, and there were
increases during the year in thesetwo_gro4ps in the percents who had
been looking for work.
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A sMaller proportion of the clier,Its in Group IV than in the other

groups moved off of welfare or into jot)s paying moderate incomes
during the year. This was consistent with the increased jncome
acguiredlloy this group through the program supplements.

Groups II and IV, both of which receivy-increased income as a
program input, differed signi.ficantly from tRtpcontrol group in percent
perceiving increases in the availability of resources to meet their

needs. Significant increases in Group lir were noted only on items
such as clothing and medical and dental care which were included in
the,special services provided under the 1115 program. Much of the

crease in income in Groups II and IV was apparently used to cover,
family food needs and clothing costs. There weTe decreases in

t ese groups rn percents spending more than $10 a month On several
other itemsx, In Group III, the percent spending the indiCated amounts
in the previous month decreased on all but one item, reflecting in
part the availability of special services to this group which covered
some of the more expensive needs. Percent allocations of family
incomes for various items were relatively steady over the year with
the slight changes reflecting program inputs. There was an inrease
in Group ir in the percent in debt $25 or more, while there were
decreases in the other groups on this variable.

Life style measures were also related, thatigh less directly, to
the short-range effects of program inputs. Improvements in housing

status and condition were noted in Group II. In Groups. III and IV,

there were decreases in the percents with houses rated as clean a'rld
yards rated as neat by the interviewers. In Group III,there was a
decrease in the percent of clients scoring in the upper ranks on the
level-of-living scale while increases'were sq,en in the other groups.

There was no significant pattern of differences among the groups
at Time 1/2 10 percent of families eating selected foods regularly or
in other food habits and practices. There was a tendency for the

program groups to report eating selected foods more often than in the

control group. The percent in Group III eating foods in five or more
of the seven basic food categories Oring thejw9p.days preceeding the
Time 1/2 interview was greater than in the ofhleftwo groups but was

nearly matched by the percent in the control group.

As expected, a greater percent of the clients in Group III than

in the other groups had received medicalli,pnd/or dental treatment during

the year. The percent receiving medical and/or dental ervice was

less in Group IV, than in the other program groups,, thou h still greater

than in the control group.

Changes in social participation .patterns ocCurred in all groups

with the major shift being from almost excl.Oive religious involveMents

to an increased percent'of cl?*nts involved on one or more-secular

organizations. The greatest change among the program groups in this
regard was in Group III, but the control group changed even more.
There was also an increase in all groups in the percent _engaged in
.leisure-time activities during the previous months, with the percent
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increiing more in the program groups than in the control group and
more in Groups III and IV than in Group II.

Personal orientation measures revealed substantial changes over
the one-year period, but these could be linked to the program variables
in only a few cases. There was a genefral decline in the level of
performance on a nonverbal ability test, probably reflecting a change
in attitudes; but this change was more or less constant across the
four groups. Likewise, changes in aspirations and expectations for
Self and for one's child occurred during the year, but were not clearly
related to the program variables. There was in Group II a somewhat
greater increase than in the other groups in the percent aspiring to
white collar occupations for their child.and in the percent expecting
their child to attain this level. The increases in percent aspiring
to a white collar occupation for their child and percent aspiring to
college gradulion for their child were relatively large in Group 111,
but were not matched in this group by increases in the percent
expecting thieir child to attain these ends.

Between the two iinterviews there was a decrease in the percent of
clients willing to accept a job under selected conditions of hardship
and inconVenience. The greatest decrease was in Group II. In Groups

III and IV,there was an increase in the percent willing to accept the
job under several of the conditions. There was also a general decrease
in the percent willing to accept a job paying little more than welfare..
Again the greatest decrease was in Group Al.

There was little change in attitudes toward welfare clients.
Most clients continued to have sympathetic attitudes toward persons in
this status. In all groups, there was a slight decrease in percent
holding a favorable attitUde toward the welfare agency. On the
attitude items op whi.ch the.greatest changes occurred, there were
contrasting patterns in Groups II and IV. Group II decreased in
percent favorAble to the agency while Group IV increased. In addition,

there was a decrease in Group II but an increase in each of the other
three groups in the percent who felt that their welfare status made a
difference in their relationships with others.

On measures of powdrlessnesi, isolation and other feelings of
alienation, there were few changes which could be related to the
program v;riables. There was a tendency, though not pronounced, for
the percent of Group II clients giving more alienated Tesponses to
increase while this percent decreased in Groups III and IV. But to
the contrary, there was a slightly greater tendency for Group II
client% than for those in Groups III and IV to express themselves as
satisfied with selected community characteristics at Time #2. Changes

in outlook of the clients apparently occurred more or less independently
of the program variables.

Group Comparisons

The findings and their implications may be more clearly indicated
by considering the major pattern of changes which,prevailed in each
of the'groups.
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Group I: Control Group

It would appearlrom the above that experience with.the program
variables constituted only one of a number of influential forces in the

lives of the clients in Groups II, III, and IV during the year. There

were changes common to members of these groups and, presumably, to the

larger population of AFDC recipients. The changes occurring in

Group I, the members of which were never identified to the program
staff, should be more or less representative of these commonalities.

The economic status of the control group members remained very

low with only a slight increase in percent employed and earning more

than 54 an hour. With increased living costs due to inflation,
clients in this group tended to perceive of themselves as becoming

worse off economically with the passage of time. They made relatively

minor changes in budgeting patterns durillg the year, but fewer reported

spending the benchmark amounts for selected items at Time #2 than at

Time-#1.

There was a slight improvement in housing status in this group,

but not enough to overcome,the.prevailing conditions of housing

inadequacy and poverty of material possessions. Foods of the various

sorts considered in ehe Time #2 survey were eaten with less frequency

in the control group an in the program groups, and medical and

dental services were nfrequently used. The major shift which

occurred during the y ar from exclusively religious to some secular

participation was seen clearly in this group, and there was an increase

in leisure-time activities.

There was a tendency in the control group for occupational

aspirations and expectations, for self and child, to converge while

rising only slightly. Educational aspirations for one's child went up

greatly. The percent willing to 'undergo hardships to get a job

paying $360 to $400 a month dereased during the year as did the

percent preferring a job over welfare when the job paid little more. .

Attitudes toward welfare clients remained sympathetic, and the percent

with favorable attitudes toward the welfare department decreased only

slightly. There was an increase in the percent whothought that being

on welfare made a difference to others. While remairning at a fairly

high level, the percent of clients in Group I expressing alienated

attitudes decreased somewhat during the year. Among the four groups,

the control group included the greatest percent of members who'

expressed satisfaction with various community characteristics.

Group 11: Title V Training & income

It was noted in Chapter I that for Group 11 the level of financial

input was higher than that for Group III and nearly the same as that

for IV. As the.only program group in Attala County, it is also

possible tha't these clienis received more individualized attention

from the caseworker. These clients, unlike the others, were subjected

during the year to tht dual roleof employee and welfare client. The

changes in their responses from Time #1 to Time #2 in m'any ways reflect

these unique program outputs.
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The financiat-status of this group increased as did'its feeling of
economic well:being and its willingness,for example, to go into debt.
Improved housing status and increased leve! of living accompanied
increased income. Contrary to the pattern of other groups,there was
a decrease in participation in various leisure-time activities.

Accompanying these were interesting social-psychological changes.
There was an apparent trend in Group II for clients torbecome much
more selective in their-erientations toward work and upward social
mobility. Aspirations for their children tended to go up, but ;he
percent willing to undergo various inconveniences to get a job pdying.
$300 to $400 a month decreased as did the percent preferring'a job
over welfare, unless the job paid over $50 a month more. There was a
tendency for Group II clients to become more critical of welfare and
a slight increase in the percent expressing feelings -of alienation.

The evidence is clear that Group II members had a significant
economic and social experience as a result of the program variables
and that this experience was, at the time of the follow-up interview,
having influence in a number of areas of the clients' lives.
Responses in Group II appear to have been more strongly affected by
the program variables than were those in either of the other program
groups.

Group III: 1115 Special Services

Influence of the program variables appeared to have been
restricted to fewer areas of the lives of the Geoup III meObers than
was found for Group II members. On a number of variables,Nchanges
in Group III were more like those in the control group than in the
other program groups.' This was the case with measure of financial
status and of feelings about Ahe adequacy of resources to meet
family needs. Except in those items where needs had been served by
program inputs, such as medical and dental treatment and clothing,

the clients in Group III tended to see their economic status as
remaining constant or declining during the year. The percent spending
$40 or more for food in the previous month, as an example, was
reduced by one-third in this group while it increased in Groupg II
and IV.

While there was some reallocation in Group III of funds formerly
used for items being provided through the special program, this
affected the overall budgeting pattern of these families in only 'a
minor way. In most cases, the special services provided through the
1115 program did not free money which had previously been spent by
the clients to meet these needs. In many cases, the needs were not,
being met prior to initiation of the special services program.

The relative absence of new financial inputs in this group was
likely a major factor in the reduction in the percent of clients in
debt, in the percent living in "clean" houses with "neat" yards and

in the percent kchoring above the mid-point on the level of living
index. As expected, Group III stood out among the others in percent
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receiNing medical and dental treatment during the year. The pattern

of social participation In Group III was much like that im Group 1,
w)th Group III most pronounced among the program groups in the

44ve toward secular particrPation.

4

The attitudknal eesponses and changes among Group III members
< .

'seemed td expre9s k.greater sense of frustration thanin the other
groups. .11tri was-a...I.grzIgncy for them to increase thiir aspirations

for their child's otcupation and education but not to increase, and
in some cases° to decrease, their expectations that the, child would

attain the desired le./eis. There was an iritrease in tctiis group.,

contrasted with decreases in thebothers, in percent wi ling to

accept a job under conditions, of hardship. This grbup 1ad the greatest
decrease in percent expressing a favorable attitude toward the welfare
department and increases in the percent expressing general eelings,of

4alienation. While the differences were slight in many of these cases

and the danger of overgeneralization is great, the pattern in Group III

-was consistent with what might be expected in a group which conceived

of itself as a special demonstration group but which did not acquire

as a result any significant increase in economic resources.

Group IV: 111 Inyome Only

With the exception of the required palticipation in adult basic

education classes and involvement in a few of the special classes

organized in Madison County for the special services group, Group IV,

received nothing more than a monthly income supplement. The average

monthly income of these clients subsequently exceeded the averages

in Groups I
and III and was approximately the same as in Group II.

Participation in this program required the least commitment on the

part of the clients, and there were no drOpouts during the year.

The percent employed and the percent making more than 50 an

hour decreased greatly in Group IV. It would appear that the clients

moved away from low-paying jobs and became more selective when they

had the back-up support of the income supplements. They, as did

clients in Group II, conceived of themselves as having more money

\ available to meet their needs. There were statistically significant
increases in this group in percent spending $50 or more per month

for food, percent spending $20 or more per month for rent, percent

'spending $10 or more per month for medical treatment and percent
spending $10 or more per month for clothing. There was a reduction

in this group in the percent in debt.

Changes in housitg status and level of living in Group IV were

generally in7line with those in the control group as were responses

on family food consumption patterns. The percent receiving the
various medical and dental services during the year was less'in

Group IV than in Group III, but exceeded the percent in the control

group in every case and the percent in GrOup II in every case except

one. The shift toward secular participation of Group IV members

was nearly as great as that of Group lit members.
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There,was a tendency, as in the contrbl group, for aspirations
and.expectations in Group IV to converge. There were significant
increases in the percents of Group IV members wOjing to work at
night, to work harder and to tal) on more r)es-OnsibiHties to get a
job paying $300 to $400 a month, but no overall chande in their
scale scores on,this item. Preference for a job over welfare increased
in this group under the conditions of the job paying.$50 or $100 a
month more than welfare. As in the other groups, members of Group IV
remained geherally sympathetic toward welfare clients, and the
percent with favorable attitudes toward the welfare department
decreased. Feelings of powerlessness became slightly more widespread
in this group,during,the year, but there was a decrease 16 isolation
scores. The smallest percents in this group of the four expressed
satisfaction with community services and characteristics.

Overall Differences

There is no way to say conclusively with this evidence which
group among these took the greatest step toward becoming upwardly
mobile. Perhaps none did; or perhaps they all did but in different
ways. The greatest number of significantly different changes occurred
in Group II, followed by Group IV. In Group 111,changes were generally
restricted to areas of life,within which program inputs had had direct
influence. Important changes occurred also in the control group
during the year, and some of these were such at to raise at least the
possibility that program inputs might have had negative influence in
some cases.

The changes in Grouli II were costly, in terms of income supplements,
cost of. instruction, and caseworker time and energy. There was also a

problbm of getting clients to agree to participate in the Title V
programs. The evense of the special services progrAm for Group III
was perhaps less per client, but the effect on family functioning

was also less pervasive than in the othen groups. Most of the expense

in the program for Group IV was concentrated in the income supple-
ments. The results in Group IV were more clearly seen in immediate
changes in amily financial status than in style of life or personal

orientation

One way to compare the groups is to speculate as to the effects
-of withdrawing the program inputs. There is some evidence that work
experience and training in Group II was beginning by the time of the
second interview to effect the degree of rationality in the clients'
orientation toward work. At the same time, clients in this group
came to bp-very dependent upon the caseworker for many of the things

associated with their employment, including placement in the job
itself.4 There was,then in this group.a tenuous mix of dependency
support and independency training.

In Group III,there was less of an experience of momen arily
elevated economic status, but there was at least a taste cf a better
life in the experience of having some of one's needs for stelf and
children met, in some cases for the first time. Members Of this
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group tendedtto become more eager to work and more ambitious in their

goals, especially in their goals for their children. But at the same

time, there was a t ndency for the Group III cllents to become more

frustrated and p simistic. Frustrated ambition might s4r-ve as a

"push" toward pward mobility. On the_other hand,it could be a

block.

The immediate effect of program termination in Group IV, as in

Group II, would be a substantial reduction in financial status.

Cilprits in Group IV would lose less than those in Group II in terms

ofltaseworker services and training-experience opportunities, but a

little more money; and perhaps this would be less frustrating. But

Group IV members would not have had some of these experiences. Nor

would they have had the directive guidance toward meeting medical,

dental and other needs that was given to Group III. It appears,_

however, that in Group IV (and in Group II) the increased income'

was used primarily to meetlessential'needs.

Policy Implications
%

Apart from the matter of endorsing one over the other of these

program concepts, which would be inappropriate for obvious reasons

in this study, there are a number pf policy implications growing out

of the demonstration project and Ore evaluation data_ One is that '

substantia) change in the status, life styles and personal orientations

of welfare clients will require substantial inputs. There is

apparently no cheap way to deal. with the massive problem of moving a
...-

family out of poverty. The inp4s into therprograms studied, though

great by comparison to usual levels of support for AFDC families,

were small in absolute terms; and the resultant changes were 'also

small. In neither of the program groups did the families even come

close to being out of a condition of severe poverty. Throughout the

data..there is the suggestion that the program variables represented

only one of several kinds of forces operating in the clients' live .

From a middle-class perspective; the clients in the four groUps"

remained more alike than different, and more like the poor than the

non-poor.

Yet even at the micro-lepl, there appeared to be a linear

kendency for increases in mobility potential to fiollow from increases

total input. Level of input was the most predictive factor in the

study.

A second implication is that programs aimed toward meeting the

needs of children and toward facilitating the upward mobility of

children of welfare clients should evoke immeaiate positivelresponses.

There was no indication that the mothers in either group were

preparing their children for a life on welfare, although many had

doubts about whether their children could overcome major terriers

to success.
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While no reliable measures of short-range changes in child
behaviosrwere available for the study, it is,obvious from...0 number ofb
tables "that clients in all groups had great hopes for their children,
and that this was heightened by the program variables in Groups II,

III and IV.

A third hiplication has to do with the relationship betweeh
behavior modification and attitude change. More of the former was
found in this study in response to the program variables. There

were changes by many clients on measures of attitudes and"'

orientations, but in only a few cases did these changes differentiate
among the groups. This would indicate that the changes in behavior
brought alS9ut by the program variables were not deep-seated that

self concepts, aspirations and attitudes were less affected than was
behavior. Sustained inputs over a long period of time affecting
many areas of life would likely be needed to have a sizable impact .

at this social-psychological level. At the same time;there is aipolicy
question as to whether attitude change, which is apparently more
difficult to bring about, should be the focus of a public welfare

program. Independence of attitudes might prove to b an essential

part of economic independence.

A fourth policy implication.is that mobility-in ucing programs
which deal only with the program resources of the individual tend to
ignore-other major forces in the lives of welfaremflients. The large

4mber of measures in this study on which change variapces were not
.accounted for underlines the existence of these forces. Under field

c ditions; experimental design can-rarely result in randomization of

'traneous fpctors. Consequently, there *are unexplalned

influenc of a sociological; psychological and physiologkal nature
in the data. In the present study, for example, it woold be difficult
to overestimate, but impossible to assess exactly, the influence*of

such factors as the community stratificat,ion structure, the s'tructure
and role of the state and(county welfare departments, the occupational

structure,in Mississippi and the Sciuth, and the statot of blck-,
' identity, civil-rights and welfare-rights movements. Policy decisions

must be made with knowledge of these faceors as well as with
information on the personat responses of clients to program inputs.

A fifth implicatimbn has to do with the ethics of test-
demonstration research on poverty and social mobility. There is a

tendency on the parI,of both clients and caseworkers to_rsespond'tu
these programs whilT they are in operation as ihough they'were

permanent featuxes of the institutionalized welfare system. The

clients are often in such abject poverty that caseworkers are highly

motivated to make available to them whatevep.benefits, however
temporary", the demonstration program might afford. The ethical

problem alrises when such programs are termillted. In the present

study, the programs were ended'several months after the Time #2

survey, the program staff was disassembled and most of the clients

from Groups II, III and IV were returned to $heir former status.
Speculations such'as those pfesented above that there might be long-

range benefits from having been in the programs temporarily remain

too
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as little more than s eculations. The strong alternative possibility
is tllat there was a f ustrating let-down followed by regression and

1)
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